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Welcome to SBS Tactical Baits.
SBS is a name familiar to the majority of Carp anglers throughout
the world. For over 30 years the company has tested and improved
upon its products, continuously enhancing the raw materials used.
Owing to its high quality products and on-going developments SBS
has become an important participant in the bait production market.
During its years of operation the company has had different owners,
but this has never effected SBS’s development and steady growth.
SBS Tactical Baits was purchased by a Hungarian group of companies managed by Zoltan Kovacs in 2008. As the most committed
fan of SBS products since 2001, Zoltan then became the Hungarian
distributor of SBS products in 2003. Thanks to the more recently developed baits, 2011 became the most successful year for the company to date and SBS continues to build upon that success.
SBS has a unique and world class website which provides much
more information about the characteristics and use of the products
than the usual anglers’ sites. As part of this new trend, Zoltan has
paid special attention to the match, feeder, and pole anglers; more
and more products are launched specifi cally for these genres. The
products presented in this catalogue are provided with detailed descriptions and as much information as possible. We truly hope that
you will like the latest SBS Tactical Baits catalogue and, by using the
information we have provided, you will fi nd your way in the mysterious world of baits.
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Dear Carp Anglers,
My name is Zoltan Kovacs and I am the manager of SBS Tactical
Baits. I would like to assist you with some practical advice on our
latest catalogue and I hope that it will contribute to the success
of your fishing sessions. I would like to draw your attention to a
few basic things in order to achieve the extraordinary catch results
promised. SBS has a particularly wide range of products so the key
to success is the correct choice of bait and its flavour.
I wish to help you make the best choice because I know from
my own experience that it is not easy to choose from such a wide
range of products. The product descriptions will help you to make
the correct choices as they contain a lot of useful information. After
you have made a decision, you will still face an important issue on
the bait’s flavour. Again, we have made this process easy for you,
as seasonal recommendations are provided and the flavours are
marked with icons. You will find three icons: spring – autumn, summer and all seasons; each flavour is classifi ed in one of these categories.
With the help of the product descriptions and icons you can
choose the most suitable bait with ease, almost a guarantee of
success. By choosing the right bait you will be one step closer to
experiencing the outstanding catch rates of SBS products. Finally, I
would liketo say a few words to my angling friends who use match,
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feeder and pole fishing methods. Various SBS products have been
highlypopular in this genre for many years. Considering the needs,
SBS has extended its range of various small baits, dips and attractors; the products available for these angling methods are marked
with a separate icon in this catalogue!
Dear Anglers, I am pleased to announce that after a long testing period we are launching SBS Tackle Pro products including
hooks, hooklink materials and other accessories that are essential
for carp fishing.
All of these products are of a quality standard that meets the traditionally high demand of the brand SBS. The idea to distribute these
products goes way back. During competitions, we tried many rigs;
I think that it’s not an exaggeration to say that the various hooks,
swivels, and clips showed us very different levels of quality!
I am sure that you won’t be surprised to hear that we have
some great new ideas and products for 2018. Following the trends
of the last few years, we prepared some of the very popular baits in
smaller packages - because some of you out there are not using a
full 100gr tub of pop ups during a season, or you don’t need 1kg of
paste each time.
The new, smaller packages means that they are of course available at an even more reasonable price, so, we hope that with these
changes, we may help you to prepare a bit differently for your next
fishing trip. It is irregular, but it is now fact; you can now buy an SBS
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product that is on the last stage of its development period. Now,
the time has come when we ask anglers out there to participate in
the last stage of the product development process.
Test #1 Feeder Groundbait has completed all of the development
stages up to now, but the last one – testing in practice – is still
ahead of us!
We ask you to test the new groundbait, with high protein and
fish oil content, and share the results of your experience and ideas
with us!
Our official competition teams have, as always, continued to
test all of our new products, and with great results. This includes
different types of groundbait and pellet, especially developed to fill
PVA meshes and bags.
PVA Bag Pellet Mixes and PVA Bag Mixes have arrived at the end of
the development and testing period, and are now available for all
of us to try out!
On bigger international competitions, in tough situations, several times, we lost more fish than usual as a result of questionable
quality and we have lost positions in the last phase of the contest.
This was the main reason that quality and reliability became the
key aspects during the construction process, so we could successfully land more fish even under pressure in a competition. Do not
hesitate, choose quality.
I trust that the information I have shared with you will help you tomake
the right choices and that the selected bait will compliment your
www.sbsbaits.com
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angling skills and enhance your catch rate. Finally, keep in mind that
it is not the most expensive equipment or the best bait that makes a
good angler. It is the sportsmanlike behaviour towards fish. Carp are
not the enemy, but worthy opponents who are to be respected and
esteemed. Do not forget: Catch and Releasel!

4

Zoltan Kovacs
Competition angler and owner of SBS Tactical Baits
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Company profile
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1981 SBS Baits International established
2002 Des Taylor’s Agency takes over the business from Martin
Kowal, the previous owner of SBS.
2003 Zoltan Kovacs starts to distribute SBS products in Hungary.
2008 SBS Tactical Baits purchased from Des Taylor by a Hungarian
group of companies managed by Zoltan Kovacs.
2010 New Corporate Design, Package Design, Website and
Product Catalogue were launched.
2012
• SBS entered an agreement with Steve Howard (Editor of
the World Carp Classic Magazine) as a consultant and angling journalist.
• SBS websites available in 7 languages with standardized
design.
2013 SBS Tackle Pro established. Starting to distribute accessories for carp fishing.

2006

•
•

SBS Szi-Ko Team (Andras Szigetfalvi - Zoltan Kovacs) - Gold
Medal at the Big Carp Cup at Palotas, Hungary.
A The Romanian Sensor Carp Team had a world record catch
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2007

•
•
•

2009

SBS Competition Results and Records:
2005

with 1016.25 kg in 100 hours at the IV. International Boilie
Cup at Maconka, Hungary.

•
•

2010

•

Team SBS won the Team Event at the World Carp Classic at
Lac de Madine, France.
SBS Szi-Ko Team (Andras Szigetfalvi – Zoltan Kovacs) – Silver Medal at the Serbian Carp fishing Cup in Palić, Serbia.
AThe Polish National Record was beaten with a 30.2 kg
Carp at Rainbow Lake, France. Bait: Frankfurter Sausage
+ Frankfurter Bait Dip.
SBS Szi-Ko Team (Andras Szigetfalvi – Zoltan Kovacs) –
World record result at Jaszkisér (Hungary) with 966 kg in
96 hours.
SBS Szi-Ko Team (Andras Szigetfalvi – Zoltan Kovacs) – win
at the VIII. International Boilie Cup at Maconka, Hungary.
Rob Hales had the biggest catch of the SBS history at
Rainbow Lake, France with a 40.80 kg mirror carp. Bait:
Premium Pop Up M1.
SBS Szi-Ko Team (Andras Szigetfalvi – Zoltan Kovacs) – win
at the XIII. International Boilie Cup at Maconka, Hungary.
The Romanian Tata-Nicu Carp Team won the XV. International Boilie Cup at Maconka, Hungary.
www.sbsbaits.com

2011

•

SBS Szi-Ko Team (Andras Szigetfalvi – Zoltan Kovacs)
won the I. International Boilie Cup at Mór, Hungary.

•

ASBS Szi-Ko Team (Andras Szigetfalvi – Zoltan Kovacs)
won the II. International Bolie Cup at Mór, Hungary with
1415 kg in 96 hours, which is a World Record.
Zoltan Kovacs and Andras Szigetfalvi (Team Runner:
Daniel Novak) won the biggest fish in section prize (section: Ultima) at the World Carp Classic at Lac de Madine
with a massive 24.80 kg mirror carp. Bait: 20+ Premium
Ace Lobworm.
Imre Gyöngyösi, an official SBS Team member set new
Hungarian National Record at Rainbow Lake with a 36.75
kg catch.

•

•
2012

•

•

•

ASBS-PB Product Team members, Arpad Szalay and Remus Lenghel made history at I. Székely–Őzetanya Boilie
Cup, where they set a new world record with 1426 kg
catch in 100 hours.
SBS Szi-Ko Team (Andras Szigetfalvi - Zoltan Kovacs)
earned 2nd place at IV. International Professional Boilie
Cup at Maconka, Hungary. They had 24 Carp over 10 kg,
which is a new record in the history of the series. Bait:
Flumino F-Code products and Premium C2 boilies.
Des Taylor, an SBS consultant and well-known angling
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•

•
•
•

2014

•

journalist beat his personal best at Rainbow Lake with a
34.08 kg mirror carp. Bait: 20+ Premium Phaze1.
Team PVTV (Peter Micula, Nobert Pongracz, Team Runner: Zoltan Nemeti) sponsored by SBS won the event and
became World Carp Classic Champions 2012 at Lake Bolsena, Italy. Bait: Flumino Groundbait Z-Code, Premium
C1 Method Mix, Premium C1 boilies.
Team SBS England (Steve Howard, Danny Ormiston,
Team Runner: Sylvia Howard) won the PVTV Section at
the World Carp Classic 2012 held at Lake Bolsena, Italy.
Team SBS Switzerland (Milos Antic, Domenico Ungaro)
earned the illustrious 9th place at the World Carp Classic
2012 held at Lake Bolsena, Italy.
Laszlo Pamer set new Hungarian National Record at
Rainbow Lake with a 37.90 kg catch. Bait: Premium Ace
Lobworm Pop Up.
New record in the history of the Team SBS! Just in Hungary the SBS team members caught 26 carp over 20 kg
in 2014. The team members caught 7 fish over 25 kg and
the biggest fish of the year for 2014 was exactly 30 kg.

www.sbsbaits.com
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2015

•
•

8
2016

2017

Members of the SBS TiZo Team (Tibor Gaál, Zoltán Nagy
and Ferenc Pigniczki) have won the 7th Hungarian National Carpfishinig Championship at Lake Deseda.
SBS Szi-Ko Team (Andras Szigetfalvi, Zoltan Kovacs,
György Bessenyei) earned 1nd place at IX. International
Professional Boilie Cup at Maconka, Hungary with 964,82
kg. They have beaten 3 records of the series at the same
time, as they have caught a new lake rekord with 25,87
kg, had 32 Carp over 10 kg, and also caught the biggest
Koi Carp with 9.95 kg.

•

Az SBS Halcatraz Tizo Team (Gaál Tibor, Nagy Zoltán)
megvédte a bajonki címét, az SBS SziKo Team (Szigetfalvi
András, Kovács Zoltán) pedig az előkelő 3. helyen végzett a VIII. Országos Pontyfogó Bajnokságon.

•

Members of the SBS TiZo Team (Tibor Gaál, Zoltán Nagy
and Ferenc Pigniczki) earned 3rd place at XIX. Hungarian
National Carpfishinig Championship.
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SBS Flavours

A
B

10
C

F

Ace Lobworm
Alcoholic
Bananarama
Belachan
Bergamot
Bio Big Fish
Black Caviar
Black Pepper
Black Pepper & Plum
Black Squid
C1 (Toffee & Tigernut)
C2 (Squid & Cranberry)
C3 (Spicy Strawberry)
Corn
Cranberry
Cranberry & Black Caviar
CSL (Corn Steep Liquor)
Fish
Fish & Liver
Fish 100
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G

H
K

L

Fishmeal
F-Code (high quality Fish Meal
content)
Frankfurter Sausage
Franky
Fresh Pineapple
Fruit
Garlic
Geranium
GLM (Green Lipped Mussel)
Gold Top
Green Crab
Hot & Spicy
Kelp
Krill
Krill & Chili
Krill & Halibut
Liver

M

N

P

R

M1 (spicy)
M2 (Fish & Blood Meal)
M3 (Spicy Toffee)
M4 (liver)
Match Special
Mixed
Natural
N-Butyric
N-Butyric Corn
N-Butyric Crab
N-Butyric Pineapple
Nut
Phaze1 (Spicy Fruit)
Pineapple
Pineapple & Banana
Plum & Shellfish
Red Crab
Red Salmon
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S

T

U
V

Scopex
Shellfish
Spicy
Squiddy
Squid & Octopus
Squid Octopus & Strawberry Jam
Strawberry Jam
Sweet
Sweet Plum

W

Z

White Chocolate
White Peppercorn
Z-Code (recommended for zig-rigs)

11

The Edge
Tutti Frutti
Undercover
Very Sour
Very Sweet
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Successful Bait Stories
World Carp Classic Champions 2012

In 2012, Peter Micula, Norbert Pongracz and Zoltan Nemeti were winners of the World Carp Classic overall competition in Bolsena, Italy.
We extend special thanks to them for using SBS products for the most prestigious and well-known carp fishing competition in the world.
The team achieved this amazing result with the help of newly developed SBS baits. The creamy-tigernut flavoured baits with the name C1
(Competition 1) as part of the Premium range. They also used Premium C1 Method Mix, Flumino Groundbait Z-Code, Premium C1 boilies
and Premium C1 Pop Ups. We recommend the C1 baits primarily at wild venues and also during spring and autumn periods.

12
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World Carp Classic 2012 Champions with Zoltan Kovacs, the owner of SBS Tactical Baits and Ross Honey,
the founder of WCC.
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Successful Bait Stories
World Record Bait

On 20-24th June 2011, at the II International Carp Angling Competition in Mór, the SBS Szi-Ko Team set a new 96 hour world record with
a catch of 1415.05 kg. The key to success was a method mix that had been in development for 10 months and the corresponding hook
bait, which intensively increases the food intake of the fish. Since the world record catch this bait range has been named Flumino. Flumino
Groundbait, Flumino Groundbait Mixer, Flumino Pop Ups and Flumino Liquid Concentrate belong to this range. SBS launched the best
bait combination in one box to the market; the All In Flumino Box. Since these products were launched, anglers have been using them to
great effect, winning competitions with the assistance of the Flumino products.

14
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The real delightful moment of the World Record Catch, when the SBS Szi-Ko Team reached the one ton with
this grass carp.

15
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Successful Bait Stories
Products for match, feeder and pole anglers

Many match, feeder and pole anglers are satisfied SBS customers. As more products are added they will be marked with an icon in our
catalogue. These baits have been manufactured using the same high quality ingredients as other SBS products, with the main difference
being the bait’s size. Quality nutrient value, intensive flavour and outstanding feed inducing qualities characterize the SBS products offered to match, feeder and pole anglers.

16
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This 40.80 kg Carp is a real record catch which is partially
thanks to the M1 Pop-Up bait that Rob Hales used
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SBS Szi-Ko Team (Andras Szigetfalvi, Zoltan Kovacs, György Bessenyei) earned 1nd place at IX. International Professional Boilie Cup at Maconka, Hungary with 964,82 kg. They have
beaten 3 records of the series at the same time, as they have caught a new lake rekord with 25,87 kg, had 32 Carp over 10 kg, and also caught the biggest Koi Carp with 9.95 kg.
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SBS Tackle Pro

New! Tackle Pro Products in the SBS Range!

20

At SBS we thought that it’s time for us to come out with
high quality hooks, hooklink materials and other accessories that are essential for carp fishing. The products in
this range are of a quality that is high enough to be used with
confidence even under competition conditions. As a result of
testing we have managed to develop a product range from
which everyone can choose the best for their needs, the proper
hooklink material, the proper hooks, and other accessories that
match the different fishing conditions. In the future, we plan
to expand the product range, but only with high quality
products that meet the standards of the SBS brand. If quality and reliability are the most important aspects of your carp
rigs, then choose SBS Tackle Pro Products!
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Challenger
Hooklink

Discovery
Hooklink

SBS Tackle Pro has created
the SBS Challenger supersoft hooklink you can use to
enhance the natural behaviour and movement of your
hookbait. It is easy to tie and
with the colouration of its
material it is almost invisible
in the water. A flossy and soft
hooklink with high durability
and unique sinking features,
it sinks and lays flat on the
lakebed easily without any
additional weight but it lifts
readily with the bait and the
hook into the fish’s mouth.

SBS Tackle Pro has created
the SBS Discovery supersoft, a
round profi le hooklink made
of Dyneema material, to enhance the natural behaviour
and movement of your hookbait. It is easy to tie and with
its colouration it is almost invisible in the water. A flossy
and soft hooklink with high
durability and unique sinking features, it sinks and lays
on the lakebed easily without
any additional weight but
it lifts readily with the bait
and the hook into the fish’s
moutht.

Pack: 10 m
Breaking strain:
15 lb, 25 lb
Color: camou

Pack: 10 m
Breaking strain:
15 lb, 25 lb
Color: brown
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Bodyguard
Coated
Hooklink

Dive Master
Leadcorefree
Leader

SBS
Bodyguard
coated
hooklink gives you the chance
to create wide variety rigs and
bait combinations. The coating protects the core of the
hooklink even on a lakebed in
extreme conditions. Because
of its colour it is almost invisible in the water. The coating can be also stripped off
easily and the hooklink sinks
and lays on the lakebed easily. The colour of the coating
and the soft, ulra fine braided
filaments are the same, so it
guarantees a complete camouflage

SBS have put on the market an ultra sinking special thin leader, without a leadcore! The alternating
tones of colour provide superb camouflage and its
sinking feature matches that of ordinary leadcores.
It follows the ground easily which helps with a prefect rig presentation under the water and is safe to
use on any kind of lakebed even in extreme conditions. Thanks to the extraordinary manufacturing
process we can be sure that this leader protects
the fish during a play, even if it hitches onto the
fish during a landing. Easy to make and extremely
abrasion-resistant.

Pack: 10 m
Breaking strain:
15 lb, 25 lb
Color: brown, olive

Pack: 10 m
Breaking strain:
20 lb, 25 lb
Color: darkbrown-silt-gravel
www.sbsbaits.com
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Gravity Leadcore
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SBS Gravity Leadcore is a newly developed product tested by SBS consultants and official Team
members. Thanks to the special coated material
it can be used on any kind of lakebed and because of the colouration it is almost invisible on
the lakebed. It has a custom prepared lead wire
inside, therefore its sinking capability is supreme
and it pins down the rig easily on the lakebed.
The extraordinary textile coating always protects the fish during a play, even if it hitches
onto a fish during the landing. Easy to make and
extremely abrasionresistant.

Pack: 7 m
Breaking strain:
45 lb
Color: silt
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Masterpiece monofilament line

Masterpiece Tapered
Mono Leaders

Thanks to the brand new manufacturing technology, SBS Tackle Pro Masterpiece mono mainlines
are formulated with copolymer materials. It has
unbelievable knot stength quality, low memory,
consistently strong and reliable with high tensile
strength. The innovative, special outer layer protects the line from UV radiation and it also has
great features for long casts.

5 pieces of 15 meter mono leader lines per pack
for long casts, tapering from 0.58 mm to 0.26
mm. Made of high quality copolymer with low
memory. Supple with good elasticity, fastsinking, lays very flat on the bottom. Improved casting results with this product; let’s give it a try!
(The pack includes 5 pieces of 15 meter mono
leader lines!)

Colors:
fluo yellow or black
Diameter, Breaking strain, Pack:
0.20 mm (3.5 kg) - 1500 m, 0.24 mm (4.5 kg)
- 1750 m, 0.27 mm (6 kg) - 1525 m, 0.30 mm
(7 kg) - 1240 m, 0.35 mm (9 kg) - 920 m, 0.40
mm (11.4 kg) - 670 m.

Pack: 5 pcs/pack
Color: waterclear
Available size: 0.26-0.58 mm
Breaking strain: 4-16 kg
www.sbsbaits.com

New!

PVA Bags
Perforated PVA bags, ideal all
year round, for distance casting
and for all types of ‘PVA Bagging’.
Recommended for use with SBS
PVA Bag Pellet Mixes, Groundbaits,
and to boost contents with PVA
friendly Premium PVA Liquids.

Pack:
30 pcs / pack
Dimension: 60 mm x 120 mm
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Grip-Tip
Hooks
The SBS Tackle Pro Grip-Tip
hook comes with a classic
form and thin material. But this
should not deceive anybody.
The claw shape gives a strong
hook hold. It comes in dark
grey color with a non-reflective coating.

Available size: 2, 4, 6, 8
Pack:
10 pcs/pack
Color: dark grey

Enigma Hooks Enforcer
Hooks
The Enigma hooks from SBS
Tackle Pro are designed to be
used when fishing near snags.
This extra strong hook is not
going to let you down even in
the most difficult situations.

Available size: 4, 6
Pack:
10 pcs/pack
Color: dark grey

The SBS Tackle Pro Enforcer
hook is a reliable hook for the
tough venues with snags. The
anti-eject shape makes this
hook perfect for all situations
where fast hooking and tough
play of the fish is necessary.
The SBS HT Hook comes in
grey (non-reflecting in water)
color.

Available size: 4, 6
Pack:
10 pcs/pack
Color: dark grey
www.sbsbaits.com
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Rolling Swivel
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One of the most important elements of the business end is the
rolling swivel - that is why it must
be reliable. The SBS Tackle Pro Rolling Swivel is available in one size
only, designed to fit all SBS systems
and accessories. Most of the rigs
contain at least one of these swivels. The eye of the swivel is circular, the body barrel-shaped and it
comes in black.

Available size: 8
Pack:
10 pcs/pack
Color: black

Quick Change
Swivel
The SBS Tackle Pro Quick Change
Swivel is a quick-link with an integrated swivel designed for
speedy rig changes. The swivel has
one normal and one open-hook
shaped eye. A loop formed in the
end of the rig material is fixed into
position on the open eye by the
elastic fixing case.

Available size: 8
Pack:
10 pcs/pack
Color: black
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Ring Swivel
The SBS Takcle Pro Ring Swivel is a
normal swivel with an extra, integrated and free moving ring. The
extra ring creates a hinge, which
allows free movement of stiff rigs.
This makes bait presentation more
efficient and natural.

Available size: 8
Pack:
10 pcs/pack
Color: black

Heli-Chod
Swivel
The size 8 swivel of the SBS Tackle
Pro Heli-Chod Swivel (Helicopter
and Chod speed swivel) allows us to
change the rig quickly to adapt to
changing conditions. It comes with
a big eye. We recommend mainly
using this swivel with helicopter or
chod rigs. The usage of an anti-tangle sleeve is always recommended
with this swivel because the rubber
ensures that the end loop of the rig
does not slide out of the swivel. It fi
ts perfectly with safety lead systems.
Because of the standard 8 size it fits
products from other manufacturers
(leads, rig accessories, etc.).

Available size: 8
Pack:
10 pcs/pack
Color: black
www.sbsbaits.com
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Big Eye Swivel

Rubber Bead

Size 8, strong swivel, one eye is significantly bigger which gives extra
movement to the rig, best for use
with a helicopter or chod rig.

The package contains 10 hollow
rubber beads which can be used in
many different ways. During casting there is a lot of strain on the
swivel, but you can reduce this by
using SBS Tackle Pro rubber beads.
Furthermore SBS Tackle Pro rubber
beads are very efficient because
they have a tapered bore and as a
result they can be attached to antitangle tubes too.

26

Available size: 8
Pack:
10 pcs/pack
Color: black

Pack:
10 pcs/pack
Color: green
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Knot Protector
Bead
The package contains 10 hollow
rubber knot protector beads which
can be used in many different
ways. During casting there is a lot
of strain on the swivel, but you can
reduce this by using SBS Tackle Pro
rubber knot protector beads.

Available size: 8
Pack:
10 pcs/pack
Color: green

Buﬀer Hood
The SBS Tackle Pro Buffer Hood is a
rubber sleeve, made from top quality material. The partly stiff and subtle rubber accessory can be set up
quickly and holds safely. Thanks to
the special material it does not become inflexible even in cold water.
Due to the universal design it fits
perfectly. It can be used with some
inline leads too.

Pack:
4 pcs/pack
Color: green
www.sbsbaits.com
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Quick Link

Rig Ring

Line Aligners

The SBS Takcle Pro Quick Link is a
very strong link which has a multitude of uses. It allows the easy attachment of the lead to the line but
it can also be used on the rig. It also
allows the quick change of the lead
or the rig.

These rig rings are made with a thin
Teflon coating which provides free
movement to the ring which is in
turn transferred to the bait.

It is very easy to use the SBS Tackle
Pro Line Aligners. It just has to be
threaded onto the shank of the
hook through the hook length material. Steam is not necessary here,
because it is not like the shrink
tube. The SBS Tackle Pro Line Aligners helps to set the perfect angle
of the hook on the rig, ensuring a
strong hook hold.

Pack:
10 pcs/pack
Color: black

Available size: 3 mm, 3.7 mm
Pack:
10 pcs/pack
Color: black
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Pack:
7 pcs/pack
Color: green

Anti Tangle
Sleeves
SBS Tackle Pro Anti Tangle Sleeves
have been designed to fit swivel
eyes, reduce tangles and pushing
the hooklink away from the lead
when casting.

Pack:
15 pcs/pack
Color: green
www.sbsbaits.com

Heli-Chod
System

Safety lead
clip kit

The SBS Tackle Pro Heli-Chod
Buffer set is designed for making
chod or helicopter rigs. It contains
4 silicone pods and 8 beads. The
SBS Tackle Pro Heli-Chod Buffer set
is unique because thanks to the
material it will not slide on the line
but you can pull it into the proper
position by hand.

With the SBS Tackle Pro Safety
Lead Clip it is easy to set up safe
lead clip systems. If the lead becomes snagged, the clip will then
release it so that you can continue playing the fish. If there is a
line cut, fish will not then be left
carrying the lead. Changing of
the lead is fast and easy!

Pack:
4 pcs/pack
Color: green

Pack:
6 pcs/pack
Color: green
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Boilie Needle
This baiting needle, complete with
a safety clip, is made of durable material and designed for harder baits
such as 20+ Premium boilies. The
yellow-black coloured handle with
SBS logo is comfortable, nonslip
and if dropped on the bankside it
can be easily found.

Pack:
1 pc/pack

20+ Boilie
Needle
This baiting needle, complete with
a safety clip, is made of durable material and designed for harder baits
such as 20+ Premium boilies. The
yellow-black coloured handle with
SBS logo is comfortable, nonslip
and if dropped on the bankside it
can be easily found.

Pack:
1 pc/pack

www.sbsbaits.com
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Fine Baiting
Needle

Heavy Baiting
Needle

PVA Stick
Needle

Leadcore
Splicing Needle

Fine Baiting Needle is specifically for small hookbaits. The thin
stainless steel needle with a sharp
pointed tip easily goes through
tiny baits. The yellow-black coloured handle with SBS logo is comfortable, non-slip, it can be easily
found if dropped on the bankside.

Heavy Baiting Needle is ideal for
use with hard boilies or particles
such as tiger nuts. The thick and
strong stainless steel needle with
a sharp pointed tip easily goes
through hard hookbaits. The yellow-black coloured handle with
SBS logo is comfortable, non-slip, it
can be easily found if dropped on
the bankside.

This is a baiting needle, made of
durable material. With this needle
it is easy to thread multiple baits at
the same time, like boilies or pellets
even onto PVA tape. With the help
of this tool you can dip the bait
even in bigger bottles.

This is a thin needle for splicing
leadcore. It can be used also as a
baiting needle for small and soft
baits. The yellow-black coloured
handle with SBS logo is comfortable, non-slip and if dropped on
the bankside it can be easily found.

Pack:
1 pc/pack

Pack:
1 pc/pack

Pack:
1 pc/pack

Pack:
1 pc/pack
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Baiting Needle
Set

SBS
Braid Scissors

PVA mesh
system

A triple needle set that includes a
Boilie Needle, a Fine Baiting Needle and a Heavy Baiting Needle to
cover all baiting options. The ergonomic handle of this Boilie Needle
provides a good grip to enable easy
threading of bait onto the hair. At
the end of the needle there is a safety clip. Fine Baiting Needle is specifi
cally for small hookbaits. The thin
stainless steel needle with a sharp
pointed tip easily goes through
tiny baits. Heavy Baiting Needle
is ideal for use with hard boilies
or particles such as tiger nuts. The
thick and strong stainless steel needle with a sharp pointed tip easily
goes through hard hookbaits. The
yellow-black coloured handle with
SBS logo is comfortable, non-slip,
it can be easily found if dropped on
the bankside.
Pack:
Incl. a Boilie Needle, a Fine
Baiting Needle and a Heavy
Baiting Needle.

Sharp and strong, corrosion resistant stainless steel SBS Braid Scissors are designed for cutting with a
single cut, braided, mono, fluorocabon lines or heavier leaders with its
serrated cutting edge. Soft, yellow
grips give a comfortable, secure
hold and they are easy to use for
both right and left handed anglers.

On numerous occasions, concentrated feeding has proven to be
extremely important. This effect
can be created very precisely with
micro-woven PVA mesh (Polyvinyl
alcohol: water-soluble synthetic
polymer) when filled with boilies,
pellets, or stick-mix and attached
to the hook. The SBS PVA dissolves
well, even in cold water and it has
no tincture that could make our
hookbait less effective. The PVA set
is 5 m long and contains 25 mm
diameter PVA mesh, a container, a
plunger and a waterproof case.

Pack:
1 pc/pack

Pack: 5 m
Diameter: 25 mm
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PVA mesh refill
PVA mesh to match the PVA Mesh
Set can be purchased separately
too. The refill is 5 m long and it is
25 mm diameter. PVA is a crucial
tool for all modern carp anglers,
and most definitely when we want
to create concentrated feeding
around our hookbait.

Pack: 5 m
Diameter: 25 mm

www.sbsbaits.com
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Flumino Products

The first Flumino products were created in 2011. Since
the world record result of the SBS Szi-Ko Team achieved with Flumino baits - more and more products were released in this range. The reason behind
this is the increased interest of customers in these
products, which shows that it is not only us that are
using them with outstanding results. Because of the
larger number of products, the Flumino Products will
become a separate product range from now on. It will
be easier for customers to see the products and choose
the ideal one for the next session. Flumino Products
were developed with the aim of instant success; they
can be used not only in competitions, but also for one
day sessions. We would like to draw your attention
to the new, ready-made Flumino boilie. It has a great
price and it is available in a soluble version too.

32
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STINAORS
LUOM
EUFR

READY-MADE BOILIES

SOLUBLE

STINAORS
EUFR
LUOM

READY-MADE BOILIES

Flumino
Ready-Made Boilies

Soluble Flumino
Ready-Made Boilies

Do you want to use a very eﬀective, but aﬀ ordable bait? If yes, then
try the newest product in the Flumino range. The Flumino boilie will be a
favourite of many carp anglers, because it is based on the proven Flumino
Ground bait that has an outstanding track record. We recommend that the
cooked version of the Flumino boilie be used on well stocked waters. It is
important to note that you can have instant success with this boilie,
but it is also possible that the fish will tire of it after a while. The Flumino ready-made is unbeatable bait for the one day sessions. If you
want to have instant success, then choose Flumino products!

The Soluble version of the Flumino boilie. With this bait, the carp will
find the feed even faster. Do you want to use a very eﬀective, but aﬀ ordable bait? If yes, then try the newest product in the Flumino range. The
Flumino boilie will be a favourite of many carp anglers, because it is based
on the proven Flumino Ground bait that has an outstanding track record.
We recommend that the soluble version of the Flumino boilie is used on
well stocked waters. It is important to note that you can have instant
success with this soluble boilie, but it is also possible that the fish will
tire of it after a while. The Soluble Flumino ready-made is unbeatable
bait for the one day sessions. If you want to have instant success, then
choose Flumino products!

Pack: 1 kg
Available size: 20 mm
Flavours:
Pineapple
, Squid & Octopus

Pack: 1 kg
Available size: 20 mm
Flavours:
Pineapple
, Squid & Octopus
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All In Flumino Box
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Would you like to try a World-Record breaking bait? If yes, you now have the chance. Zoltán Kovács and the SBS Szi-Ko Team
caught 1415.04 kg at the 2nd International Carp Angling Cup in Mór, thanks to this bait combination. The box contains a
complete selection. In the package you will fi nd 1 kg Flumino Groundbait, 500 ml Flumino Groundbait Mixer liquid, 2 packets
of 10 mm Fluro Pop Up hook bait (not the same as the separately available Fluro Pop Up bait, this is more buoyant) and 2
sachets of 2 ml Concentrated Flavours. It is important to note that we achieved the outstanding results during the testing
period by using all baits from the box at the same time. The other important experience is that it is not always easy to fi nd
the right combination of flavours, but after fi nding it, you can catch fish within an unbelievably short time. The product to
use will be determined by the flavour of the 500 ml liquid, there are 2 for cold and 2 for warm water available. The other baits
in the pack are the same. Preparing the feeding material is very simple. Mix 1 kg groundbait powder with 500 ml liquid. This
way you will create feeding balls of a perfect consistency, which can be used in the feeder, the method lead or PVA-mesh.
After that string the Pop Up baits flavoured with pineapple or squid and octopus on the hair rig, then add 1–2 drops from the
2 ml aroma of the same flavour. If one of the hook baits does not work for any reason, do not waste your time, use the other
flavour, there are Pop Up baits with two flavours in the package. All the baits in the box have common characteristics; they all
strongly stimulate the feeding response of the fish. Using the baits together, you can experience the effect more intensively.
If you want to achieve a World Record catch, choose the All In Flumino Box!

Flumino Groundbait:
Quantity: 1 kg
Flumino Groundbait Mixer:
Quantity: 500 ml
Flavours: Match Special
, Cranberry
, N-Butyric Acid
, Pineapple
World Record Bait.
Flumino Pop Ups:
Available size: 10 mm
Quantity: 12 pcs / Flavour
More details on Page # 10-11.
Flavours: Pineapple , Squid & Octopus
Recommended
periods
legend:
Concentrated Flavours:
Quantity: 2 ml/Flavour
Spring - Autumn
Summer
Four season
Flavours: Pineapple , Squid & Octopus
SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue
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SBS SZi-Ko
Szi-Ko Team
a world
record
withközött
the catch
of 1415,05 96
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hours,
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Teamset
2011.
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megrendezett
móri20-24th
nemzetközi
at the II. International Carp Angling Competition in Mór.

1415,05 kg-os fogással világrekordot állított fel.
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Soluble All In Flumino Box
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Would you like to try a World Record breaking bait? If yes, you have the chance now. Zoltán Kovács and the SBS Szi-Ko
Team caught 1415.04 kg at the 2nd International Carp Angling Cup in Mór, thanks to this bait combination. The box contains a complete selection. In the package, you will fi nd 1 kg Flumino Groundbait, 500 ml Flumino Groundbait Mixer liquid, 2 sachets of 16 mm Flumino Pop Up hook bait with extra aromas added. The package is almost the same as the All In
Flumino Box, the only diff erences being that it contains soluble hook bait and that there are no Concentrated Flavours. It
is important to note that we achieved the outstanding results during the testing period by using all baits from the box at
the same time. The other important experience is that it is not always easy to fi nd the right combination of flavours, but
after fi nding it, you can catch fish within an unbelievably short time. The product to use will be determined by the flavour
of the 500 ml liquid, there are 2 for cold and 2 for warm water available. The other baits in the pack are the same. Making
the feeding material is very simple. Mix 1 kg groundbait powder with 500 ml liquid. This way you will create feeding balls
of a perfect consistency, which can be used in the feeder, the method lead or the PVA-mesh. After that string the Pop
Up baits flavoured with pineapple or squid and octopus on the hair rig, then drop 1–2 drops from the 2 ml aroma of the
same flavour. If one of the hook baits does not work for any reason, do not waste your time, use the other flavour, there
are Pop Up baits with two flavours in the package. All the baits in the box have common characteristics; they all strongly
stimulate the feeding response of the fish. Using the baits together, you can experience the effect more intensively. If you
want to achieve a World Record catch, choose the All In Flumino Box!

Flumino Groundbait:
Quantity: 1 kg
Flumino Groundbait Mixer:
Quantity: 500 ml
Flavours: Match Special
, Cranberry
, N-Butyric Acid , Pineapple
Soluble Flumino Pop Ups:
Available size: 16 mm
Quantity: 12 pcs/ Flavour
Flavours: Pineapple
, Squid & Octopus
SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue

World Record Bait.
More details on Page # 10-11
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FLUMINO
GROUNDBAIT

Flumino Groundbait
The products of the All In Flumino Box are also available separately for every carp angler. This groundbait contains extremely attractive ingredients,
which can achieve fast results. It is the same as the groundbait in the All
In Flumino Box. As soon as the groundbait hits the water, it comes off of
the feeder or method lead creating a huge cloud within a very short time,
stimulating fish to feed. We recommend mixing the feeding material with
the Flumino Groundbaits Mixer. Using the liquid with the option of four
flavours we can adapt better to the situation confronting us. After that, we
can make the feeding material even more attractive with a liquid concentrate. The Flumino Liquid Concentrate, a greenish coloured, and highly fl
uorescent, high amino-containing additive only requires a few drops on
the feeding ball in the feeder or on the PVA. Flumino Groundbait is perfect
for grass carp angling… We caught a lot of grass carp with the combination of Flumino Pop Up with pineapple flavour. If you want to achieve really
quick results, choose the Flumino products!
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Quantity: 1, 5 and 10 kg
Flavour:
Natural

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

Four season

SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue
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Flumino Pop Ups

Soluble Flumino Pop Ups

This product is the same as the bait found in the All In Flumino Box, and
like other Flumino products, can be bought separately. It will be launched
in the two flavours, Pineapple and Squid & Octopus that were used when
setting the world record. This bait is not the same as the Fluro Pop Up baits,
Flumino Pop Ups have greater buoyancy and a harder consistency so it
can withstand increased stress better. There are three sizes in the box, this
way you can adjust the bait to the size of the hook. We recommend using
this not only with Flumino products, but with any kind of Method Mix or
Groundbait. If you want to have instant success, choose Flumino products!

This product is the same as the soluble bait found in the All In Flumino
Box, and like other Flumino products, can also be bought separately. It
will be launched in the two flavours, Pineapple and Squid & Octopus that
were used when setting up the world record. This bait is very interesting,
because as well as the soluble characteristic and vibrant colour an extra
quantity of aroma has been added. These three characteristics make it extremely effective. You can be more successful with this product than with
a normal Pop Up bait on waters where there is an abundance of fish.The
package contains 16 mm bait. We recommend using this not only with Flumino products, but with any kind of Method Mix or Groundbait. If you want
to have instant success, choose Flumino products!

Pack: 100 gr
Available size: 10, 12, 14 mm mixed in the box
Flavours:
Squid & Octopus
, Pineapple
Recommended groundbaits: Flumino Groundbait, Eurostar
Groundbait, Premium Method Mix

Pack: 100 gr
Available size: 16 mm
Flavours:
Squid & Octopus , Pineapple
Recommended groundbaits: Flumino Groundbait, Eurostar
Groundbait, Premium Method Mix

World Record Bait. More details on Page # 10-11
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All In Flumino Box F-Code
As a result of the success of the Flumino range and requests from anglers, we have developed a new product. The
Groundbait contains high minentage of top quality fishmeal, hence the name F-Code. This feature adds a new
dimension to the traditional Flumino Groundbait. All In Flumino Box F-Code contains a complete selection, 1 kg
Flumino Groundbait F-Code which contains several kinds of fishmeal, 500 ml Flumino Groundbait Mixer liquid, 2
sachets of 10 mm Flumino Pop Up F-Code hook bait (bright orange coloured Cranberry and black coloured Black
Squid) and 2 packs of 2 ml Concentrated Flavours. The product to use will be determined by the flavour of the 500
ml liquid; there are two flavours available: Liver or Undercover. The colour of the Groundbait is dark brown. If you
do not want to highlight your hookbait from your feeding area, we recommend using the dark coloured Pop Up,
but if you would like to emphasize it you can use the bright orange fl uro Pop Up. The results of the F-Code speaks
for itself: in a 48 hours competition Team SBS set a record and caught 410.66 kg of carp, also a remarkable result
at the European Cup, the Team had 24 carp over 10 kg to set a new record in the tournament. If you want to have
instant success, choose Flumino products!

Flumino Groundbait F-Code:
Quantity: 1 kg
Flumino Groundbait Mixer:
Quantity: 500 ml
Flavours:
Liver
, Undercover
Flumino Pop Ups F-Code:
Available size: 10 mm
Flavour:
Cranberry
, Black Squid
Concentrated Flavours:
Quantity: 2 ml/Flavour
Flavours:
Cranberry
, Black Squid
SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue
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Quantity: 12 pcs/Flavour
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Soluble All In Flumino Box F-Code

40

This product is the soluble version of the All in Flumino Box F-Code. The Groundbait contains high minentage of top
quality fishmeal, hence the name F-Code. This feature adds a new dimension to the traditional Flumino Groundbait. The
package is almost the same as the All In Flumino Box F-Code, the differences being that it contains 16 mm diameter soluble hook bait and Concentrated Flavours are not in the package. The other baits in the pack are the same. The product to
use will be determined by the flavour of the 500 ml liquid; there are two flavours available: Liver or Undercover. The colour
of the Groundbait is dark brown. If you do not want to highlight your hookbait from your feeding area, we recommend
using the dark coloured Pop Up, but if you would like to emphasize it you can use the bright orange fluro Pop Up. The
results of the F-Code speaks for itself: in a 48 hours competition Team SBS set a record and caught 410.66 kg of carp, also
a remarkable result at the European Cup, the Team had 24 carp over 10 kg to set a new record in the tournament. If you
want to have instant success, choose Flumino products!

Flumino Groundbait F-Code:
Quantity: 1 kg
Flumino Groundbait Mixer:
Quantity: 500 ml
Flavours:
Liver
, Undercover
Flumino Pop Ups F-Code:
Available size: 16 mm
Quantity: 12 pc / Flavour
Flavours:
Cranberry
, Black Squid

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7

Four season
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This product is also recommended for match, feeder and pole anglers. More details on page #12.
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FLUMINO
GROUNDBAIT
F-CODE

Flumino Groundbait F-Code
The products of the All In Flumino Box are also available separately. Flumino Groundbait F-Code contains high minentage of top quality fishmeal.
This groundbait contains high amounts of protein and its colour is dark
brown. It is an all-season groundbait, but you can have outstanding results
during the summer months. We recommend mixing the feeding material
with the Flumino Groundbait Mixer. Using the liquid with the option of different flavours you can adapt better. You can make the feeding material
even more attractive with a liquid concentrate. The Flumino Liquid Concentrate, a greenish coloured and highly fl uorescent, high amino-containing
additive only requires a few drops on the feeding ball in the feeder or on
the PVA. If you want to have instant success, choose Flumino products!
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Pack: 1, 5 and 10 kg
Flavour:
F-Code

All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7
This product is also recommended for match, Feeder and
pole anglers. More details on page #12.
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All In Flumino Box Z-Code
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This product was developed as the result of the continual innovation of the SBS Flumino range. Maybe you have experienced times when your favourite bait or trick did not give you the edge to catch carp. Often the reason is that during this
time carp are not feeding on the lakebed but in mid-water. The products included in the All In Flumino Box Z-Code give
you a good chance of solving this problem. Name Z-Code refers to Zig-Rig, which is a method of presenting the bait in
the upper water levels. All In Flumino Box Z-Code contains a complete selection, 1 kg Flumino Groundbait Z-Code, 500
ml Flumino Groundbait Mixer liquid, 2 sachets of 14 mm Flumino Pop Up hook bait (yellow coloured Pineapple and black
coloured Black Squid) and 2 packs of 2 ml Concentrated Flavours. The Groundbait Z-Code contains special ingredients.
Thanks to the bright and fl uro coloured particles and the lifting pellets with high protein content, it works in the whole
water column. As soon as the groundbait hits the water, it creates a huge cloud within a very short time, stimulating fish
to feed. If you would like to put the Groundbait in the feeder or method lead, mix the 1 kg Groundbait Z-Code with 500
ml Groundbait Mixer liquid. If you plan to use a spomb or a spod, we recommend adding 500 ml extra lake water to the
mix to get a soft consistency. During the testing period this bait combination performed extremely well. The WCC 2012
winners in Bolsena sponsored by SBS used the Z-Code because of the weedy area underwater.

Flumino Groundbait Z-Code:
Quantity: 1 kg
Flumino Groundbait Mixer Z-Code:
Quantity: 500 ml
Flavours:
Pineapple
, Undercover
Flumino Pop Ups Z-Code:
Available size: 14 mm
Quantity: 12 pcs/Flavour
Flavours:
Pineapple
, Black Squid
Concentrated Flavours:
Quantity: 2 ml/Flavour
Flavour:
Pineapple
, Black Squid
SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue

This product is also recommended for match, feeder and
pole anglers. More details on page #12.
World Carp Classic 2012 Champions.
More details on Page # 8-9
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Soluble All In Flumino Box Z-Code
This product is the soluble version of the All in Flumino Box Z-Code. Maybe you have experienced times when your favourite bait or trick did not give you the edge to catch carp. Often the reason is that during this time carp are not feeding
on the lakebed but in mid-water. The products included at the Soluble All In Flumino Box Z-Code give you a good chance
of solving this problem. Name Z-Code refers to Zig-Rig, which is a method of presenting the bait in the upper water levels.
The package is almost the same as the All In Flumino Box Z-Code, with the differences being that it contains 16 mm diameter soluble hook bait and Concentrated Flavours are not in the package. The other baits in the pack are the same. The
Groundbait Z-Code contains special ingredients. Thanks to the bright and fl uro coloured particles and the lifting pellets
with high protein content, it works in the whole water column. As soon as the groundbait hits the water, it creates a huge
cloud within a very short time, stimulating fish to feed. If you would like to put the Groundbait in the feeder or method
lead, let’s mix the 1 kg Groundbait Z-Code with 500 ml Groundbait Mixer liquid. If you plan to use a spomb or a spod,
we recommend adding 500 ml extra lake water to the mix to get a soft consistency. During the testing period this bait
combination performed extremely well. The WCC 2012 winners in Bolsena sponsored by SBS used the Z-Code because
of the weedy area underwater

Flumino Groundbait Z-Code:
Flumino Groundbait Mixer:
Flavours:
Pineapple
Flumino Pop Ups Z-Code:
Flavours:

Pineapple

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

Quantity: 1 kg
Quantity: 500 ml
, Undercover
Available size: 16 mm
Quantity: 12pcs/Flavour
, Black Squid

Four season
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This product is also recommended for match, feeder and
pole anglers. More details on page #12.
World Carp Classic 2012 Champions.
More details on Page # 8-9
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FLUMINO
GROUNDBAIT
Z-CODE
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Flumino Groundbait Z-Code

Flumino Groundbait Mixer

The products of the All In Flumino Box are also available separately. The
Groundbait Z-Code contains special ingredients. Thanks to the bright and
fluro coloured particles and the lifting pellets with high protein content, it
works in the whole water column. As soon as the groundbait hits the water,
it creates a huge cloud within a very short time, stimulating fish to feed.
We recommend mixing the feeding material with the Flumino Groundbait
Mixer. If you would like to put the Groundbait to the feeder or method lead,
let’s mix the 1 kg Groundbait with 500 ml Groundbait Mixer liquid. If you
plan to use a spomb or a spod, we recommend adding 500 ml extra lake
water to the mix to get a soft consistency. After that, you can make the
feeding material even more attractive with a liquid concentrate. The Flumino Liquid Concentrate, a greenish coloured, and highly fluorescent, high
amino-containing additive only requires a few drops on the feeding ball
in the feeder or on the PVA. If you want to have instant success, choose
Flumino products!

The contents of the World Record All In Flumino Box can be bought separately. The Flumino Groundbait Mixer liquid will be launched in four flavours, two are recommended for cold waters, two for summer angling. This
product was developed for the groundbaits available in the All In Flumino
Box; these products form a fantastic pairing. The 500 ml liquid is enough for
mixing exactly 1 kg Flumino Groundbait. The overall impact of the mixed
groundbait can be further enhanced with the Flumino Liquid Concentrate
attractor. Only a few drops of this fl uorescent, high amino content liquid
concentrate are required on the groundbait, in the feeder, or on the PVA
mesh. If you want to have instant success, choose Flumino products!

Pack: 1, 5 and 10 kg
Flavour:
Z-Code
All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7
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Pack: 1 L
Flavours:
N-Butyric , Pineapple , Match Special
, Cranberry
Liver , Undercover
Dosage: 500 ml / 1 kg Flumino Groundbait
Recommended groundbaits: Flumino Groundbait

,
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Flumino
Liquid Concentrate
Perhaps the most important member of the Flumino range, a fluorescent,
high amino content liquid concentrate. Two liquids with different characteristics will be launched, horizontal – spreading out on the bottom of the
lake and vertical – working through the entire water column. The horizontal is recommended for base feeding, it should be added in drops directly
onto the groundbait. With the vertical the best results are achieved by adding it onto the PVA mesh or the method lead. If the fish are in mid water,
they can be attracted to the bottom by adding vertical liquid onto the PVA
mesh. It is important to mention that the liquid is much less effective when
adding to the bait than using the aforementioned methods. If you want to
have instant success, choose Flumino products!
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Pack: 20 ml
Pack:
Horizontal (spreads on the bottom of the water);
Vertical (works vertically, at the full height of the water column)
Dosage:
Some drops on the feed or the PVA mesh
Flavour:
Natural

SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue
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Ready-Made Boilies and Pastes

SBS has more than 30 years experience in testing raw materials used for boilies and
the creation of fi nished products. For the development of products, advice of anglers
throughout Europe has been gathered. The accumulated information and decades
of experience provide only the best recipes being launched on the market. – Many of
which are based on the recommendations of test anglers.
SBS off er a wide range of ready-made boilies manufactured with the highest quality raw
materials, such as the reasonably priced Eurostar line and our top quality Premium Boilie
range containing added vitamins, minerals and taste enhancers. In addition to the existing Longlife and Soluble versions a series under the name ‘Boilies’ has been marketed,
available only on request. Boilies are produced using new manufacturing technologies.
These products do not contain any additives to facilitate long-term storage and they
come in flavour sealing packaging. The Bio series is not available in stores and shops and
can be obtained exclusively by order. SBS champions constant innovation and development, fi rst on the market following a long preparatory period they have recently released the soluble boilie. The soluble boilie, SBS’s own development, has gained extraordinary popularity in a very short period of time. As a result, every flavour of the Eurostar
and Premium product line will also be available in a soluble version. This extraordinary
bait is made without cooking, simply by adding Gold Treasure liquid to the mix. It has
proved much more effective in many waters compared to conventional boilies because,
due to the skipping of the cooking process, many valuable components remain in the
boilies. SBS has a very wide range of ready-made boilies meaning that anglers opting for
SBS will fi nd the ideal and effective fishing bait for any given situation. We want to help
anglers to make the best choice possible by recommending flavours for the different
seasons.
SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue
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EUROBASE

SOLUBLE

EEUURROOSBTAASRES

READY-MADE BOILIES

READY-MADE BOILIES

EuroBase Ready-Made Boilies
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Quality at an aﬀ ordable price! We know that many carp anglers were
waiting for SBS to come out with a more aff ordable product. The question
that many people asked, was, how can the price be so low without lowering
the quality? The answer is simple: experimentation, product development
and continual testing. It is true that the most expensive additives that are
often used by SBS are missing from the ingredients, but we have managed
to develop a product that is easily digestible for carp and can successfully
be used on longer sessions. It is important to note that the flavours are
the same in these baits as the ones used in the more expensive products! We recommend that this bait is used away from competitive fishing
and in situations where it is reasonable to feed a larger quantity. This bait fi
ts the big waters, the well-stocked reservoirs, the rivers and all other kinds
of water. If you go on a longer session or to big natural water, then take
EuroBase Ready-Made boilies!

Pack: 1 kg
Available size: 20 and 24 mm
Flavours:
Tigernut , Krill , Squid & Octopus
Strawberry Jam
, Garlic

, Frankfurter Sausage
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Soluble EuroBase
Ready-Made Boilies
Quality at an aﬀordable price! We know that many carp anglers were
waiting for SBS to come out with a more aff ordable product. The question
that many people asked, was, how can the price be so low without lowering the quality? The answer is simple: experimentation, product development and continual testing. It is true that the most expensive additives
that are often used by SBS are missing from the ingredients, but we have
managed to develop a product that is easily digestible for carp and can
successfully be used on longer sessions. It is also available in a soluble
version. It is important to note that the flavours are the same in these
baits as the ones used in the more expensive products. We recommend
this bait to be used away from competitive fishing and in situations where
it is reasonable to feed a larger quantity. It is soluble, so the fish will find
the feed faster.

Pack: 1 kg
Available size: 20 and 24 mm
Flavours:
Tigernut , Krill , Squid & Octopus
Strawberry Jam
, Garlic

, Frankfurter Sausage

,
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EUROCATCH

READY-MADE BOILIES

HIGH POWER

EEUURROOSSTTAARRS

READY-MADE BOILIES

HIGH POWER

EEUURROOSSTTAARRS

READY-MADE BOILIES

+ 3 in 1
Turbo Bait Dip

Eurocatch ReadyMade Boilies

Eurostar Ready-Made
Boilies

Eurostar Ready-Made
Boilies

New boilie range in the SBS line! With the Eurocatch boilies we have created attractive and easily digestible baits, which are an attractive food
source to the carp during the entire year. The base
mix of these baits contains valuable attractors and
it is created with utmost care. The mix, combined
with the proven flavours (Squid & Octopus, Frankfurter Sausage, Garlic, Strawberry Jam) ends up in
a great result. Those anglers who like the “mixed”
flavours are aware that, on many venues, the unusual flavours and new bait combinations can often bring success. In terms of the Eurocatch boilies
we are sure that the Shrimp & Krill, and the Tuna
& Pineapple flavours will become firm favourites
with many anglers

Its final recipe has been developed based on the
experience of numerous European test anglers
after many years of testing. The readymade boilies are prepared with high quality ingredients
containing all the necessary basic nutrients that
Carp need. The wide selection of flavours ranges
from a sweet, fruity character to a rather foul
smelling flavour, or a combination of these. Effective bait for every season. The 150 g tub of Eurostar boilies in size 20mm can be a great choice for
all carp anglers who would like to try the various
flavours fi rst, before buying the 1 kg version.

Its final recipe has been developed based on the
experience of numerous European test anglers
after many years of testing. The ready-made boilies are prepared with high quality ingredients
containing all the necessary basic nutrients that
Carp need. The wide selection of flavours ranges
from a sweet, fruity character to a rather foul
smelling flavour, or a combination of these. Effective bait for every season. The 150 g tub of Eurostar boilies in size 20mm can be a great choice
for all carp anglers who would like to try the various flavours first, before buying the 1 kg version.

Pack: 1 kg Available size: 20 mm
Flavours:
Frankfurter Sausage , Garlic ,
Shrimp & Krill
, Squid & Octopus ,
Strawberry Jam
, Tuna & Pineapple

Pack: 1 and 5 kg Available size: 16 and 20 mm
Flavours:
Strawberry Jam
, Sweet Plum
,
Squid & Octopus , Squid Octopus &
Strawberry , Frankfurter Sausage
,
Shellfish , Cranberry & Black Caviar
,
Green Crab , Plum & Shellfish
,
Fish & Liver , Garlic , Belachan ,
Cranberry
, Pineapple & Banana
,
Krill & Chili

SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue

Pack: 1 kg Available size: 20 mm
Flavours:
Strawberry Jam
, Sweet Plum
,
Squid & Octopus , Frankfurter Sausage
Shellfish , Cranberry & Black Caviar
,
Plum & Shellfish
, Fish & Liver ,
Garlic , Belachan
,
Squid Octopus & Strawberry ,
Green Crab

,
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FREEZER

SOLUBLE HIGH POWER

READY-MADE BOILIES

READY-MADE BOILIES

EEUURROOSSTTAARRS

Freezer Eurostar Boilies
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Attention: This product is only available by order! Thanks to a revolutionary
innovation SBS guarantees the freshest boilies on the bait market made
with fresh eggs. An important advantage of this product range is that it
does not contain any additives to aid long-term storage (preservatives
which reduce its effectiveness) and it is packed in flavour sealing bags.
These cooked boilies are an ideal selection for silver and small-bodied fish,
and work best in waters where it is usual to wait several hours between
catches. These boilies are even more effective than home-made boilies
as they are made using the best factory recipes with the company’s finest
available, unique ingredients. The popular Eurostar series can be ordered in
a choice of 9 flavours or in any custom flavouring. If the unopened product
is not to be used within 2 weeks it must be put in the freezer where its
freshness is guaranteed for several months without losing its effectiveness.

EEUURROOSSTTAARRS

Soluble Eurostar
Ready-Made Boilies
Based on the recipe of the Ready-Made Eurostar Boilies, SBS has developed a soluble version made without eggs. Its composition is identical to
that of the boiled version but eggs are replaced with Gold Treasure liquid.
There is one huge difference between the two boilies, however, soluble
boilies are made without cooking, and thus all the valuable nutrients remain. As a result, a nutrient rich cloud develops around the bait which will
lure Carp that are not even hungry, encouraging them to feed. Soluble
boilies are recommended for use in waters with above average Carp stock,
because the bait will dissolve off the hair rig within 2 to 6 hours, depending on the temperature of the water. Attention: It is important to store
soluble boilies appropriately, keeping them from moisture and humidity.
Failing to do so may induce the dissolving process.
Pack: 1 and 5 kg
Available size: 20 mm
Flavours:
Strawberry Jam
, Sweet Plum
, Squid & Octopus ,
Squid Octopus & Strawberry , Frankfurter Sausage
, Shellfish ,
Cranberry & Black Caviar
, Green Crab , Garlic , Belachan ,
Cranberry
, Pineapple & Banana
, Krill & Chili

Pack: 1 kg
Available size: 16 and 20 mm
Flavours:
Strawberry Jam
, Sweet Plum
, Squid & Octopus ,
Squid Octopus & Strawberry , Frankfurter Sausage
, Shellfish ,
All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7
Cranberry & Black Caviar
, Green Crab , Garlic , Belachan
Our factory will make your favourite custom boilies from SBS raw materials. Orders can be placed through your national distributor!
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The members of the SBS Szi-Ko Team
finished in 7th place and won the first prize
for the biggest fish in their section with a
Carp of 24.80 kg at the WCC in 2011.
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STIAURMS
EPURREOM

READY-MADE BOILIES

Premium Ready-Made Boilies
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In line with the traditions of the company, year on year SBS devotes great
energy into developing new products with outstanding quality. The number of new products included in the Premium Ready-made Boilie range
usually increases by 1 or 2 per year, with only the best and never failing
recipes launched in this range. You will fi nd among them the Bio Big Fish
and the Ace Lobworm Ready-made, which have been enormously popular
in England for years. Bio Big Fish and the Ace Lobworm became the number one bait for German and British Carp anglers. The M (Monument) series
belongs to this product range as well. Everyone has heard of the fantastic
success of the M1 boilies. In May 2009, M1 boilies was the bait used by Rob
Hales when he broke his previous record at Rainbow Lake with a fantastic
Mirror Carp weighing 40.8 kg. The Romanian Team (members: MiculaPongracz-Nemeti) won the World Carp Classic 2012 in Bolsena with C1
products.

Pack: 1 and 5 kg
Available size: 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 mm
Flavours:
C1 , C2 , C3
, Phaze1
, Ace Lobworm
, M1
, M2
M3 , M4 , Bio Big Fish , Krill & Halibut
SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue
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20+

STIAURMS
EPURREOM

READY-MADE BOILIES

20+ Premium Ready-Made Boilies
SBS developed the 20+ series with the intention of meeting the needs of fanatic big carp hunters. SBS tested the bait in 2011 at the World Carp Classic and
also at Rainbow Lake in France. The bait achieved outstanding results. At the WCC the SBS Szi-Ko Team won the biggest fish in section prize with a mirror
carp of 24.81 kg (Ace Lobworm flavour) and ended up in the prestigious 7th place out of 130 teams. Soon after this, at Rainbow Lake, László Pámer - angling
with Zoltán Kovács - was successful in catching a 34.20 kg mirror carp (M1 flavoured). The name 20+ refers to 3 important characteristics of the product.
First, it suggests the possibility of catching specifi cally big Carp over 20 kg. Second, it refers to the size of the bait; it will be launched with the diameters
of 20, 24 and 30 mm. Third, we would like to emphasize its durability, thanks to a special additive it is guaranteed to last up to 20 hours in the water even
with a large silver fish population, during the testing period the bait stayed on the hair rig for over 72 hours. The bait is based on the high-quality Premium
series but it stays longer on the hair rig longer than the normal Premium Boilies. It has to be stressed that the durability has been achieved without compromising the ingredients that stimulate feeding in the fish with a continuous and long lasting effect. Those who are familiar with really big Carp angling
know that as well as quality, baits with proper consistency and resistance to the continuous attack of silver fish are essential. If you angle in natural waters
with a poorer fish population, or your goal is to stalk really big Carp, the 20+ Premium Boilie is your best choice. The Romanian Team (members: MiculaPongracz-Nemeti) won the World Carp Classic 2012 in Bolsena with C1 products.

Pack: 1 and 5 kg
Available size: 20, 24, 30 mm
Flavours:
C1 , C2 , C3
, Phaze1

, Ace Lobworm

World Carp Classic 2012 Champions. More details on Page # 8-9
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, M1

, M2

, M3

, M4

, Bio Big Fish

, Krill & Halibut

All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7
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Ha a nagy pontyok becserkandzande a célod,
If youra goal
is to catch
big Carp, your
best
akkor
20+ Premium
termékcsalád
az ideális
choice
is
the
20+
Premium
product
range.
választás! A csali fejlesztandének utolsó szakaszáDuring
the horogra
final testing
this new
ban
sikerült
csalni period
a képenof
látható
34,20
product
we
caught
this
amazing
Mirror
kg-os tükörpontyot.
Carp of 34.50 kg.
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FREEZER

STIAURMS
EPURREOM

READY-MADE BOILIES

Freezer Premium Boilies
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Premium boilies are the top of the range product of SBS. All of the Premium Boilies are available in the Bio
line as well. These boilies are manufactured to order because their shelf life is only two weeks without freezing. What are the advantages of the new product compared with traditional boilies? Their freshness and
sealed-in flavour is certainly a benefit, added to this they are made without any preservatives (additives
used to extend storage period but reduce effectiveness). They come in aroma sealing packaging. These
cooked boilies are suited to silver and small bodied fish and they are the best baits to use on waters where
it is not unusual to wait several hours between catches. It is the ideal choice when you want to catch big fish
as it can be ordered in 24 mm size as well. These baits are more effective than home-made boilies because
they are manufactured using the best factory recipes and contain the company’s finest available, unique
ingredients. Currently the parent company guarantees the freshness of the Bio Premium Ready- Made boilies for up to 2 weeks. If the boilies are not used within the 2 weeks, they must be put in the freezer where
their freshness is guaranteed for several months without losing their effectiveness.

Pack: 1 kg
Available size: 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 24, 30 mm
Flavours:
C1 , C2 , C3
, Phaze1
, Ace Lobworm

, M1

, M2

, M3

, M4

, Bio Big Fish

Our factory will make your favourite custom boilies from SBS raw materials. Orders can be placed through your
national distributor.
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SOLUBLE

STIAURMS
EPURREOM

READY-MADE BOILIES

Soluble Premium Ready-Made Boilies
The whole SBS Premium range is also available in soluble versions. Soluble Premium Boilies
contain many attractants making them the perfect bait to achieve fantastic results. The soluble
boilies are made using exactly the same ingredients as the cooked ones; the only difference is
skipping the boiling process, which is compensated by adding Gold Treasure liquid. Soluble
boilies differ in two ways from their cooked alternatives: the first significant difference is
the impact it has on fish. Once coming into contact with water they instantly start to release
small particles which form a flavour and aroma-rich cloud around the bait arousing the interest and stimulating the feeding instinct of fish in the area. Thanks to these properties it is very
effective on waters where fish are in abundance. The second important difference is that they
will dissolve off the hair rig in considerably less time than cooked boilies, so in waters where
the quantity of silver fish is considerably more than Carp it is better to use traditional boilies.
Attention: It is important to store soluble boilies appropriately, keeping them from moisture and
humidity. Failing to do so may induce the dissolving process. The Romanian Team (members:
Micula-Pongracz-Nemeti) won the World Carp Classic 2012 in Bolsena with C1 products.
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Pack: 1 and 5 kg
Available size: 20 mm
Flavours:
C1 , C2 , C3
, Phaze1
, Ace Lobworm
Bio Big Fish , Krill & Halibut
SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue
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, M3

, M4

,
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QUEST

BASE MIX
Quest Base Mix
These mixes are the premium category base mixes from SBS and the
company is rightly proud in terms of their popularity and effectiveness.
Quest Base mixes are the most complex products, loaded with top quality
ingredients. They include the M and AV Series, Ace Lobworm, All Season
Corn, Fruit & Nut and new in 2009 the Bio Big Fish line. Based on the
excellent results achieved in recent years we can proudly recommend any
of the Quest Base Mixes for those who want to make top quality boilies
from the best SBS mixes. The Quest range off ers an excellent bait armoury
for all seasons, taking in consideration the seasonal recommendations
of course. We are certain that the Bio Big Fish that debuted recently and
produced fantastic test results will be a big hit and the most productive
bait during the summer. Any product of the Quest mix range can be made
into an uncooked soluble boilie by adding Gold Treasure liquid.
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Pack: 1, 5, 10 kg
Cooking time: 10 mm 1 min 10 sec 12 mm: 1 min 20 sec, 14 mm:
1 min 30 sec, 16 mm: 1 min 40 sec, 18 mm: 1 min 50 sec 20 mm:
2 min 00 sec, 24 mm: 2 min 10 sec
Flavours:
Ace Lobworm
, M1
, M2 , M3

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

Four season

SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue
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SOLUBLE

SOLUBLE

IUMM
PPRREEMIU

IUMM
PPRREEMIU

BOMB PASTE

BOMB PASTE

New
packaging

60

Soluble Premium
Bomb Paste - 1kg

Soluble Premium
Bomb Paste - 300gr

The new Soluble Premium Range released in 2010 also
includes a paste which can be wrapped around the
lead. The Bomb Paste is available in the flavour range of
the Premium series and it is of the same consistency as
the Soluble Premium Paste.
It can be off ered wrapped around the lead or on the
method feeder. You can create a very effective flavour
and aroma rich haze around the hook bait to attract
Carp. Fantastic results can be achieved with this soluble
paste in waters with above average Carp stock. It also
works well when everything else fails as its composition
is nearly equal that of the Premium Boilies, making it irresistible even to fish with no appetite.

Soluble Premium Pastes in small, 300 g package for reasonable price! It can be offered wrapped around the
lead or on the method feeder. You can create a very effective flavour and aroma rich haze around the hook
bait to attract Carp. Fantastic results can be achieved
with this soluble paste in waters with above average
Carp stock. It also works well when everything else fails
as its composition is nearly equal to that of the Premium Boilies, making it irresistible even to fish with no appetite.

Pack: 1 kg
Flavours:
Ace Lobworm
Krill & Halibut
Phaze1

Pack: 300 gr
Flavours:
Ace Lobworm
Krill & Halibut
Phaze1

, C1 , C2 , C3
,
, M1
, M2 , M3 , M4

,
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SOLUBLE

AR
TM
E PURREOMSIU
BOMB PASTE

Soluble Eurostar
Bomb Paste
Would you like to try an effective product
for a reasonable price? The Eurostar Bomb
Paste is available in the favourite flavour
range of the Eurostar series. The paste can
be wrapped around the lead or on the
method feeder and because of the great
price of the 300 gr package, you can take
4-5 flavours with you to the lake-side. Let’s
try something new and be versatile with
the new Eurostar Bomb Pastes.

Pack: 300 g
Flavours:
Belachan , Garlic ,
Frankfurter Sausage
,
Squid & Octopus , Strawberry Jam
Pineapple
, Krill Chilli ,
Tuna & Pineapple
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Small quantity hook baits
and pellets
SBS produces Sinking, Wafters and Pop Up bait boilies and pellets
in numerous flavours. The extraordinary wide range in these types
of products is for good reason. On hard fished English waters it is
quite diffi cult to entice Carp to eat any bait, thus newer and newer
products are released to lure and catch them. The shape and consistency of these special baits are constantly changed in order to
improve their effectiveness. These differently shaped and textured
baits are of more and more importance nowadays because the
load on the most popular waters is constantly increasing making
catches more diffi cult. As well as introducing a variety of different
shapes and consistencies, the way baits are presented is also important. The role of balanced or lightweight baits gains in importance in early spring and in late autumn when the water temperature is quite low, and the fish become inactive. The feeding habit of
fish changes when the water cools down and chances to catch fish
can be increased by using Wafters or Pop Ups during these periods.
SBS provide an exceptional wide range of products including specially shaped baits in different flavours to suit any situation or condition. Selecting the right flavour for the season and the method of
presentation is the key to success.
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Sinkers

SBS pays more and more attention to feeder, match, and pole anglers. In recent years,
the borders between feeder, match, pole
fishing and big fish hunting are staring to
blur because anglers have been exchanging their experiences regarding successful props and techniques. The same goes
for bait. SBS Bait boilies and pellets off er
countless variations and possibilities for
any fishing method. Small changes and improvements are the biggest secrets which
will often lead to more effective fishing
techniques and which will make you stand
out among average anglers. When the
temperature of water reaches 8 ºC and the
fish start to feed more readily, it is time to
use sinking boilies or pellets. If the water is
colder than this or fish are inactive, Wafters
and Pop Ups prove more effective.

SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue

Premium Ready-Made
Boilies 150 gr

Eurostar Ready-Made
Boilies 150 gr

In line with the traditions of the company, year
on year SBS devotes great energy into developing new products with outstanding quality. The
number of new products included in the Premium Ready-made Boilie range usually increases
by 1 or 2 per year, with only the best and neverfailing recipes launched in this range.The 150 g
tub of Premium boilies in size 20mm can be a
great choice for all carp anglers who would like
to try the various flavours first, before buying the
1 kg version.

Its final recipe has been developed based on the
experience of numerous European test anglers
after many years of testing. The readymade boilies are prepared with high quality ingredients
containing all the necessary basic nutrients that
Carp need. The wide selection of flavours ranges
from a sweet, fruity character to a rather foul
smelling flavour, or a combination of these. Effective bait for every season. The 150 g tub of Eurostar boilies in size 20mm can be a great choice
for all carp anglers who would like to try the various flavours fi rst, before buying the 1 kg version.

Pack: 150 gr
Available size: 20
Flavours:
Ace Lobworm
, Bio Big Fish , C1
C2 , C3
, Krill & Halibut , M1
M2
, M3 , M4 , Phaze1

Pack: 150 gr
Available size: 20
Flavours:
Frankfurter Sausage
, Krill & Chili ,
Squid & Octopus
, Strawberry Jam

,
,
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Soluble Premium
Ready–Made Boilies

Premium
Mini Dumbells

Corn Shaped Sinker
Boilies

The demand for soluble baits stimulated SBS to
make all the 10 flavours of the Premium series
available in smaller 250 g packages. This small
sachet is the perfect choice for the angler who
has not experienced the effectiveness of the soluble boilies yet and wishes to have a go by buying this 250 g product. The supplied mix of 16,
18 and 20 mm-sized balls in the box provide the
angler with a choice to off er various bait sizes
in places with different characteristics, enabling
the angler to change baiting techniques as required by the given situation.

This new and very special dumbell shaped boilie,
is named Premium Mini Dumbells. The novel attribute of this boilie is its unusual shape. Since Carp
can become suspicious of ball shaped boilies, it is
increasingly difficult to fool them. Even the most
wary carp will snap up the unfamiliar shape of this
small bait, because they have never seen anything
like it before. This intense smelling 8–10mm hook
bait comes in the most popular Premium flavours
containing natural attractors, vitamins and minerals.

These small corn-shaped 8–10 mm boilies are
specially formulated by SBS. Whether you are a
feeder, match, pole angler or a big fish hunter
these baits will catch Carp for you. Following
huge success, SBS has expanded this range with
7 additional flavours. It looks like corn, but it is
a lot more, it contains exactly the same ingredients as a high-quality boilie. It is also available in
Sinking (sinker) and Pop Up (popper) versions
making it a highly versatile bait. It is very strong
smelling bait. The high N-butyric (butyric acid)
content makes it irresistible to Carp and Grass
Carp. In winter, anglers can achieve fantastic results with the White Peppercorn flavouring.

Pack: 250 gr
Available size: 16, 18, 20 mm mixed in the box
Flavours:
,
Ace Lobworm
, C1 , C2 , C3
M1
, M2 , M3 , M4

Pack: 50 gr
Available size: 8 mm
Flavours, Colors:
Ace Lobworm (brown)
,C1 (yellow),
C2 (brown) ,C3 (brown)
, M1 (red)
,
M4 (brown)
Recommended
groundbaits:
Eurostar
Groundbait, Premium Method Mix, Carp Attract
Groundbait
This product is also recommended for match, Feeder and pole anglers.
More details on page #12.
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Pack: 60 gr
Available size: 8–10 mm
Flavours, Colors:
Corn (yellow) , C2 (brown) ,C3 (brown)
,
M1 (red)
, M4 (brown) , Pineapple
(yellow)
, Squid & Octopus (brown) ,
WhitePeppercorn(white)
,
Krill & Halibut (brown)
Recommended groundbaits: Eurostar
Groundbait, Premium Method Mix, Carp
Attract Groundbait
www.sbsbaits.com

CSL Hookers
The CSL Hookers pellet is actually a hybrid boilie in a pellet
shape. It contains large amounts of corn sprout extracts,
soluble Carp feeding stimulating attractants and betaine. It is a
mixture of 50% boilie mix and 50% CSL pellet material. Thanks
to these ingredients and the variety of flavours, CSL Hookers
can be very effective for any season. You will achieve the best
results with these baits if CSL pellets and / or Attract Betaine
Pellet are used for the ground feed in the selected location. In
addition to the hook pellets each box contains a 25 ml bottle
of feed stimulating liquid in the same flavour as indicated on
the packaging of the CSL Hookers. Pour some of the liquid
attractant on the pellets 24 to 48 hours before your fishing
session to absorb as much flavour as possible.
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Pack: 150 gr
Available size: 16 mm
Flavours:
Tutti-Frutti
, Pineapple/Banana
,
Strawbwerry Jam
, Frankfurter Sausage
,
Scopex
, Squid & Octopus , Shellfish ,
Plum & Shellfish
, Black Caviar , Cranberry
,
Green Crab , Fish & Liver
All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7
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Soluble Premium Longlife
Ready-Made Miniboilies
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This bait also guarantees great success for feeder, match,
and pole anglers. SBS Premium Longlife Ready-Made
Miniboilies will now be available in soluble version. The
soluble boilies are the most effective baits, forming a flavour and aroma rich haze around the bait presenting an
irresistible delicacy to the Carp. The package contains 10,
12 and 14 mm hook boilies and they are available in all 10
flavours of the Premium range. It is advisable to choose
appropriate hook baits for the season. Its effectiveness
can be enhanced if the method mix and/ or pellets used
for ground feeding are matched to your hook bait.

Pack: 150 gr
Available size: 10, 12, 14 mm mixed in the box
Flavours:
Ace Lobworm
, C3
, M1
, M2 ,
M3 , M4
Recommended groundbaits: Eurostar Groundbait,
Premium Method Mix, Carp Attract Groundbait
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Wafters

Wafters are a powerful tool in modern Carp
fishing. Now that Pop Ups have gained
ground another fantastic idea popped out
of the head of Carp anglers. How to trick the
most wary Carp in cold water when their
feeding slows down? This bait is designed
for the most difficult situations so it is worth
taking some wafters with you on each fishing session. These hook baits are carefully
balanced out with cork thus adding the exact amount is a very important factor in the
manufacturing process. Wafters become
perfect baits if their specific gravity is close
to zero when in water. In a water tank they
should sink to the bottom and should react
to the faintest movement of water. This sensitivity is the key to their fantastic success.
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Eurostar Boilie Wafters

Soluble Eurostar Wafters

If you decide to go on a fishing session with Eurostar boilies do not leave
without some Wafters hook baits of the same flavouring. Those who have
successfully used these special baits during periods of high angler pressure
or during periods of poor catch rates know what we are talking about. The
packaging contains a mix of 16, 18 and 20mm baits, thus you will have three
handy sizes in one box. The use of wafters highly increases your chances in
cold water and is the ideal hook bait to use for cold water Carp fishing.

Two revolutionary ideas in one! These high-attract, critically balanced
hookbaits, combined with a soluble feature, provide the edge you need
on those hard-fished waters and a good chance to have the Real Big Catch!

Pack: 100 gr
Available size: 16, 18, 20 mm mixed in the box
Flavours:
Strawberry Jam
, Sweet Plum
, Squid & Octopus
Frankfurter Sausage
, Garlic , Belachan

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer
Four season
SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue

,

Pack: 100 gr
Available size: 20 or 24 mm
Flavours:
Belachan , Garlic , Frankfurter Sausage
,
Squid & Octopus , Strawberry Jam
All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7
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Double Trick Boilie Wafters
Because of the popularity of the Double Trick Boilies SBS has moved forward with the development of this superb bait, from now on it will be available with a balanced wafters core. The core of this hybrid boilie is cooked
while the outer shell is soluble. The 14 mm diameter core inside the bait is
balanced with cork, which is why you have a good chance of catching the
most careful carp even if the 6 mm outer layer brakes down.The baits will
not soften or fall off the rig because the cooked core will stay on for up to
24 hours. The time for the outer layer to dissolve depends on the water
temperature, but usually it takes about 2 to 3 hours. Double Trick boilies
are available in the flavours of our top category Premium series. Give this
revolutionary new bait a try if you want to know for sure.

Pack: 150 gr
Flavours:
Ace Lobworm
Krill & Halibut
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Available size: 20 mm
, C1

, C2

, C3

, M1

, M2

, M3

, M4

,

All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7
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20+ Premium Boilie Wafters
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SBS developed the 20+ series with the intention of meeting the needs of fanatic big carp hunters. SBS
tested the bait in 2011 at the World Carp Classic and also at Rainbow Lake in France, achieving outstanding results on both occasions. The 20 + Premium Wafter, just like the sinking version, provides exceptional longevity and thanks to its balanced character it can deceive even the most cautious carp. The
name 20+ refers to 3 important characteristics of the product. First, it suggests the possibility of catching
specifi cally big Carp over 20 kg. Second, it refers to the size of the bait; it will be launched with the diameters of 20, 24 and 30 mm. Third, we would like to emphasize its durability, thanks to a special additive it
is guaranteed to last up to 20 hours in the water even with a large silver fish population, during the testing period the bait stayed on the hair rig for over 72 hours. The bait is based on the high-quality Premium
series but it stays longer on the hair rig longer than the normal Premium Boilies. It has to be stressed that
the durability has been achieved without compromising the ingredients that stimulate feeding in the
fish with a continuous and long lasting eff ect. Those who are familiar with really big Carp angling know
that as well as quality, baits with proper consistency and resistance to the continuous attack of silver fish
are essential. If you angle in natural waters with a poorer fish population, or your goal is to stalk really
big Carp, the 20+ Premium Boilie Wafters is your best choice. The Romanian Team (members: MiculaPongracz-Nemeti) won the World Carp Classic 2012 in Bolsena with C1 products.

Pack: 250 gr
Flavours:
C1 , C2 , C3

Available size: 20, 24, 30 mm mixed in the box
, Ace Lobworm

, M1

, M2

, M3

, M4

, Krill & Halibut

All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7
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Premium Boilie Wafters

Soluble Premium Wafters

These baits are the top quality wafters in the SBS range. Anglers will find
3 sizes in one box and they can choose between packages of smaller or
larger sizes: 10, 12 and 14 mm or 16, 18 and 20 mm wafters. These premium
quality baits, intended for use on hair rigs, are available in 10 different flavours. Many people have seen underwater images of feeding Carp. Due
to the suction movement of the Carp’s mouth aquatic plants, small plant
debris and leaves at a distance of 15–20 cm from the mouth of the Carp are
swallowed together with the desired food. That is precisely what happens
during the use of wafters, Carp simply suck up this lightweight hook bait.
In cold-water fishing situations when the temperature of water is less than
8 ºC the feeding intensity of fish is signifi cantly decreased because their
metabolism has slowed down. Wafters off er an excellent solution for such
periods or during periods of high angling pressure.

Two revolutionary ideas in one! These high-attract, critically balanced
hookbaits, combined with a soluble feature, provide the edge you need
on those hard-fished waters and a good chance to have the Real Big Catch!

Pack: 100 gr
Available size:
10, 12, 14, or 16, 18, 20 mm mixed in the box
Flavours:
C1 , C2 , C3
, Ace Lobworm
, M1
Krill & Halibut
Recommended groundbaits:
Eurostar Groundbait, Premium Method Mix

, M2
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, M3

, M4

,
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Pack: 40 and 100 gr
Available size: 10, 12, 14 mixed in the box (40 gr),
20 mm (100 gr), 24 mm (100 gr)
Flavours:
M1
, M4 , C1 , C2 , C3
www.sbsbaits.com
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Location:
RainbowLake
Lake
HelyColor: Rainbow
Weight:
36.75
kg.kg
Bait: Ace Lobworm –
A hal súlya:
36,75
20+
Boilies
Csali:Premium
Ace Lobworm
- 20+ Premium bojli
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Pop Ups

Every angler is aware of the benefits Pop
Ups have to offer. Many anglers use them
combined with sinking baits cut in two.
Moreover some anglers swear by the so
called snowman rig presentation of the
bait (a combination of 1 sinker and 1 Pop
Up). Pop Ups offer various application possibilities. SBS also provide buoyant pellets
and corn shaped buoyant boilies as well
as the traditional ball shaped boilies in this
product range. For certain fishing situations – like fishing over silt or bottoms with
dense vegetation, for catching Grass Carp,
or even during periods when fish simply
don’t seem to pick up hooks – Pop Ups may
prove to be very effective.
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20+ Premium Pop Ups
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SBS developed the 20+ series with the intention of meeting the needs of fanatic big carp hunters. SBS tested the bait in 2011 at the World Carp Classic and
also at Rainbow Lake in France, achieving outstanding results on both occasions. The 20+ Premium Pop Ups, just like the sinking version, provides exceptional longevity and thanks to its buoyant character it can deceive even the most cautious carp. Attention! This bait has greater buoyancy than normal Pop
Ups. A 20 mm Pop Up bait is capable of lifting a 20 mm sinker, a 22 mm Pop Up a 24 mm sinker, a 24 mm Pop Up a 30 mm sinker. You achieve a balanced bait
by adding weight to the above mentioned pairings to ensure the bait sits on the bottom. This way you can deceive even the most cautious old carp without
being concerned by smaller carp because of the bait size, giving you the maximum chance to stalk a really big fish. The name 20+ refers to 3 important
characteristics of the product. First, it suggests the possibility of catching specifi cally big Carp over 20 kg. Second, it refers to the size of the bait; it will be
launched with the diameters of 20, 24 and 30 mm. Third, we would like to emphasize its durability, thanks to a special additive it is guaranteed to last up to
20 hours in the water even with a large silver fish population, during the testing period the bait stayed on the hair rig for over 72 hours. The bait is based
on the high-quality Premium series but it stays longer on the hair rig longer than the normal Premium Boilies. It has to be stressed that the durability has
been achieved without compromising the ingredients that stimulate feeding in the fish with a continuous and long lasting eff ect. Those who are familiar
with really big carp angling know that as well as quality, baits with proper consistency and resistance to the continuous attack of silver fish are essential. If
you angle in natural waters with a poorer fish population, or your goal is to stalk really big carp, the 20+ Premium Boilie Pop Ups is your best choice. The
Romanian Team (members: Micula-Pongracz-Nemeti) won the World Carp Classic 2012 in Bolsena with C1 products.

Pack: 250 gr
Available size: 20, 22, 24 mm mixed in the box
Flavours:
C1 , C2 , C3
, Ace Lobworm
, M1
, M2
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, M3

, M4

, Krill & Halibut
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New
Flavour!

Creative Pop Ups

Mini Fluro Pop Ups

Be versatile and customize quickly to the specific angling situation! The choice of 5 colours and 4 flavours
give you the edge with unlimited combinations for
your hookbait. Be creative and you’ll be the rising star
on the bankside. In the cold months you can use the
natural colored pop ups with the sweet flavours and
during the summer, when the water temperature is
higher, hi-vis colors working better, combined with
fishy flavour like Squid & Octopus. By the way, why
don’t you try to mix the flavours in the same time?

These extra buoyant, needle-friendly mini pop ups
give you the perfect solution on hard days when you
need to scale down your end tackle. Using a method
feeder it is surely a must-have bait throughout the
whole season.

Pack: 20 gr
Available size: 10 mm, 14 mm
Colors: white, black, orange, yellow, red
Flavours in the box:
Quantity: 2 ml/Flavour
Flavours:
M1
, Pineapple
, Strawberry Jam
Squid & Octopus

75
Pack: 20 gr
Available size: 8 mm
Flavours:
Cranberry (orange, yellow)
,
Frankfurter Sausage (yellow)
,
Pineapple (yellow)
,
Strawberry Jam (red)
,
Squid & Octopus (yellow)
, Garlic (white)
,
Natural (orange,
yellow, red, white) , , N-Butyric (yellow)
This product is also recommended for match, Feeder and pole anglers.More
details on page #12.
All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7

,
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Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

Four season
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Premium Mini Pop Ups
The use of small hookbaits is proven to be effective in almost
any situation. This bait is a top favourite during the colder
months and an all-round winner at any time of year when
using the popular method-feeder technique. Amazing buoyancy is achieved without compromising its easy-tomount on
a hair quality.
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Pack: 20 gr
Available size: 8 mm
Flavours, Colors:
Ace Lobworm (brown) , C1 (yellow) , C2 (brown) ,
C3 (brown)
, M1 (red)
, M4 (brown) ,
Krill & Halibut

This product is also recommended for match, Feeder and pole anglers.More
details on page #12.
All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

Four season
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Soft Hooker
Pellets

Soluble Corn Shaped
Popper Boilies

This hook bait has been developed by SBS for the feeder, match, and pole
angler. The hook pellets are relatively soft, slightly rubbery baits with 6–8
mm grain size. Despite their soft texture the pellets will not fall from the
hook or hair rig on the cast. In addition to their softness the pellets also
float. However, although they float they will not even lift the smallest hook
from the lakebed. Available in all 10 Premium flavours for successful fishing
in every season. A fantastic new product, give it a try!

These special, small corn-shaped boilies of 8 mm and 10 mm, are one of
SBS’s own developments and they can be used very effectively for feeder,
match, pole and big fish angling. The soluble Popper (Pop Up) version looks
like corn, made from exactly the same ingredients as top quality boilies and
combines the floating and dissolvinig features in the same bait. What an
amazing attraction in a small hookbait!

Pack: 100 gr
Available size: 6–8 mm
Flavours:
Ace Lobworm
, M1
, M2 , M3
Recommended groundbaits:
Eurostar Groundbait, Premium Method Mix, Carp Attract Groundbait

Pack: 20 gr
Available size: 8–10 mm
Flavours:
Pineapple
, Strawberry Jam
M1
, Corn
, Squid & Octopus

This product is also recommended for match, feeder and pole anglers. More details on page #12.
All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7
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Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

, White Pepper Corn

,

Four season
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Euro Shelf Life Pop Ups

Premium Pop Ups

This is the Pop Up boilie from the extremely popular Eurostar line which has wide selection of flavours at reasonable
prices. The addition of granulated cork ensures that they
remain buoyant for very long periods. Tests have indicated
that this bait stays fl oating for at least 48 hours. They are
extremely tough and durable and are able to withstand the
attention of small silver fish and Catfish, thus the bait presented on the hair rig will be in perfect condition until the
arrival of the fi rst large fish. By using CSL Session Dip in cold
waters and a 3 in 1 Turbo Bait Dip when the temperature of
the water is above 10 ºC the attraction power of the bait can
be increased signifi cantly

Fantastic results were achieved with Premium Pop Ups during the past year. Warren Harrison broke the Common Carp record at Rainbow Lake with a 35.4 kg Mirror on the Ace Lobworm Pop Up boilie. If you use Premium boilies for your free off erings it is worth matching
them with the same type of Pop Up. Pop Ups off er various application possibilities. On
waters where dwarf Catfish are quite common, many anglers use the levitation method
to trick these small hungry predators. In such cases the snowman presentation method
may prove very effective by fi xing one sinker and one Pop Up on the rig. This presentation
method is able to select Carp from a certain size and at the same time a lightweight bait
is presented which will trick even cautious and wary old specimens. They are effective on
muddy and weedy riverbeds, during poor catching periods or when Grass Carp are the
target. From this year on anglers can choose from two types of packages containing 3 different sized boilies: the smaller 10, 12 and 14 mm box or the larger 16, 18 and 20 mm sizes.
The Romanian Team (members: Micula-Pongracz-Nemeti) won the World Carp Classic 2012
in Bolsena with C1 products.

Pack: 40 gr
Available size:
14 or 16, 18, 20 mm mixed in the box
Flavours:
Squid Octopus , Frankfurter Sausage
Belachan , Garlic , Strawberry Jam

,

All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

Pack: 100 gr
Available size: 10, 12, 14, or 16, 18, 20 mm mixed in the box
Flavours:
C1 , C2 , C3
, Ace Lobworm
, M1
, M2 , M3 , M4 ,
Krill & Halibut
Recommended groundbaits:
Eurostar Groundbait, Premium Method Mix, Carp Attract Groundbait

Four season
World Carp Classic 2012 Champions. More details on Page # 8-9
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Premium M1 White Pop Ups
Based on our experience we can say without any doubt that the colour
and the flavour of this bait have a significant impact on the feeding of
the fish. Usually there is one matching color to each flavour, for example the M1 Pop Up baits were red up till now… The red color works very
well, usually, but in several conditions (like dark - silty or peaty lakebed)
the white is the most attractive colour. From now on, the M1 pop up
boilies are available in white colour too, so we have another choice in
terms of hookbaits to go after the carp!
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Pack: 100 gr
Available size: 10, 12, 14, or 16, 18, 20 mm mixed in the box
Flavour:
M1

SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue
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CSL Hooker Pop Ups

Soluble Premium Pop Ups

The CSL Hooker Pop Ups are actually hybrid boilies in a
pellet shape. They contain large amounts of Corn Steep
Liquid, feed stimulating soluble attractants and betaine.
They are made of half boilie mix and half of the ingredients
used to make CSL pellets. The wide range of flavourings
makes them an effective bait in any situation during any
period. It is best to use CSL pellets and/or Betaine Attract
Pellets for the ground bait together with the CSL Hooker
Pop Ups. Each box contains a 25 ml bottle of feed stimulating liquid as well as the Hooker Pop Ups of the same flavour. It is advisable to soak the hook baits in the attractant
liquid for 24 to 48 hours before the fishing session to give
them an edge.

A fantastic and novel bait in the Pop Up bait line which floats
and dissolves. The latest SBS invention combines two extremely popular baits. The Soluble Premium Pop Up brings
success during poor catching periods. We recommend it on
waters where fish are in abundance and for cold water fishing;
this bait is simply unbeatable in such situations. Use this great
bait wherever you wish below a water temperature of 12 °C.
However, in the summertime stick to the INSOLUBLE Pop Up
version if there are less silver fish and more dwarf Catfish in
the water. Try this bait and you will have success even in the
most extreme conditions. The Romanian Team (members:
Micula-Pongracz-Nemeti) won the World Carp Classic 2012 in
Bolsena with C1 products.

Pack: 100 gr
Available size: 16 mm
Flavours:
Tutti-Frutti
, Pineapple/Banana
, Strawbwerry
Jam
, Frankfurter Sausage
, Scopex
,
Squid & Octopus , Shellfish , Plum & Shellfish
,
Black Caviar , Cranberry
, Green Crab ,
Fish & Liver
SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue

Pack: 100 gr
Available size: 16, 18, 20 mm mixed in the box
Flavours:
C1 , C2 , C3
, Ace Lobworm
, M1
, M2
M3 , M4 , Krill & Halibut

,
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Dark Fireflys Pop Ups Fluro Pop Ups
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This is a very special and unique bait developed by SBS. It is a buoyant boilie with
another important feature; it glows softly in
the dark. It has been remarked that glowing
things attract the interest of Carp. Recently
an increasing number of anglers have been
using these fluorescent Pop Ups with great
success. People are not sceptical about these
new types of baits and more and more anglers turn to them after hearing about their
extraordinary effectiveness.

These are very intensive coloured buoyant baits. It
is well known that Carp are curious and are often
not able to overcome their curiosity. The bright colour of the Fluro Pop Ups will certainly distinguish
this bait from other baits attracting the interest of
Carp. Based on these observations many anglers
use these baits successfully. The Pineapple flavoured Fluro Pop Up is one of the most effective
Grass Carp baits presented at 2 to 3 cm from thebottom on a rig. The new colours and flavours off
ered in this product line provide new opportunities
in the use of Fluro Pop Up baits.
Pack: 100 gr
Available size:

Pack: 25 pieces per pack
Flavours:
Frankfurter Sausage
, Squid &
Octopus , Strawberry Jam
,
Pineapple
This product is also recommended for match, Feeder and pole anglers. More details on page #14..
All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7

10–12–14 or 16, 18,
20 mm mixed in the box

Flavours and Colors:
Frankfurter Sausage - Red
,
Squid & Octopus - Green ,
Strawberry Jam - Red
,
Pineapple - Green
, Shellfish - Orange ,
Cranberry - Orange
, Garlic - White ,
Bananarama - White
Recommended groundbaits: Eurostar Groundbait,
Premium Method Mix, Carp Attract Groundbait
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Fluro Pop Ups
– 20 gr, 40 gr
These are very intensive coloured buoyant baits.
It is well known that Carp are curious and are
often not able to overcome their curiosity. The
bright colour of the Fluro Pop Ups will certainly
distinguish this bait from other baits attracting
the interest of Carp. Based on these observations
many anglers use these baits successfully in all
situations.

Pack: 20 gr (10 mm), 40 gr (14 mm)
Available size: 10 mm, 14 mm
Flavours and Colors:
Frankfurter Sausage - Yellow
,
Squid & Octopus - Yellow ,
Strawberry Jam - Red
,
Pineapple - Yellow
,
Garlic - White
Recommended groundbaits:
Eurostar Groundbait, Premium Method Mix,
Carp Attract Groundbait

www.sbsbaits.com

Dips

SBS has advanced a very old fishing technique by marketing special products which enhance the flavour and smell of baits to increase their attractiveness. The different aromas, vitamins and feed
stimulating additives and liquids are standard ingredients of the
bait armoury of anglers today. The various application possibilities
and the wide range of flavours of SBS Dips signifi cantly increase
the effectiveness of the baits. Hook baits soaked in dips will leak
feed stimulating flavours and aromas once submerged in water.
It is important, however, to pay attention to the indicated period
when selecting flavours. It is better to avoid sweet flavoured dips
on Hot summer days and use dips with a mixed or rather foul aroma instead. In warmer waters the strong smell of dead creatures
(worms, larvae, snails) dominates, thus strong foul smelling baits
will seem more natural to fish during these periods.
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3 in 1 Fluro Powder Dip
There are two types of powder in the 3 in 1 Fluro Powder Dip package, each properly sealed and separated. The 150g powder dip with particularly attractive
scent and flavour found in the bottom of the package will leak from the bait shortly after submerged in water. The brightly coloured 25g Fluro Powder in
the upper part of the package is also flavoured but it will not wash out of the bait. As the product’s name implies, this ancillary bait off ers three application
possibilities. We recommend the fi rst use in most situations. Firstly, it is suffi cient to use the flavoured powder dip on lakes where fish are in abundance
and the water is relatively shallow (2 m). On such lakes the water is usually rather cloudy (especially when the water’s temperature is relatively high). In this
cloudy water the Carp relies on its senses while eating thus there is no point in using the Fluro Powder. Wet the bait’s surface then roll it in the Powder Dip.
The Powder Dip will wash off and surround the bait once submerged in water. The dip will leak flavours and aromas and attract the nearby fish to your bait.
The second use is just the other way around. In deep lakes or in clear water (even in shallower lakes in spring and autumn) the Fluro Powder’s use takes on
special importance. Simply dip the bait in the water then roll it in the Fluoro Powder. The Fluoro Powder does not soak off of the bait when submerged in
water thus the powder’s vivid colour and flavour will attract the interest of Carp. The third opportunity is to use the two powders together; again, the water
should be clear and translucent to guarantee success. In this case cover the bait’s wet surface with Fluro Powder first, then wet it again and roll it into the
flavoured Powder Dip. Both the flavoured part, by soaking off the bait, and the Powder Dip’s vivid colour on the bait will attract the fish. Attention: It is not
recommended using them in the reverse order, because the Fluro Powder will soak off of the bait’s surface together with the Powder Dip.

Pack: 175 gr
Flavours and Colors:
Ace Lobworm - red, Garlic

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

- green, M1

- red, M2

Four season
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- red, M4

- red, N-Butyric

- red

This product is also recommended for match, feeder and pole anglers. More details on page #12.
All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7
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3 in 1 Turbo Bait Dip

Corn Booster Dip

The name of this product reveals the three functions it offers to anglers.
The most well known application possibility is to put some dip on the baits.
Once coming in contact with water the thick liquid leaks off gradually,
creating a strong smelling haze. The dip dissolves within 30 to 40 minutes
and triggers feeding fish to pick up the bait. Its second use is to pour some
into a PVA bag. When the bag has dissolved the liquid will form a flavourful
cloud in the water. The third possibility is to soak a few hook baits in the
dip, which will harden them beyond belief. The longer boilies are soaked in
the dip the harder and more aromatic the hook baits will become. SBS 3 in
1 Turbo Bait is one of the most popular and widely used products; it can be
used very effectively with different fishing techniques like match, feeder,
pole fishing and big fish hunting. Even live bait and corn can be flavoured
with this product. It is available in the flavour range of the Eurostar boilies
and it is a PVA friendly product.

This is a strong corn-smelling dip developed especially for our Corn Shaped
Boilies, but any type of baits will benefit from it. This 50ml product is extremely popular among match, feeder, and pole anglers as it is effective all
year round. We can guarantee that Carp regard this flavour as a sure food
source. It is a PVA friendly product.

Pack: 80 ml
Flavours:
Strawberry Jam
, Sweet Plum
, Squid & Octopus
Squid Octopus & Strawberry , Frankfurter Sausage
, Shellfish
Cranberry & Black Caviar
, Green Crab , Tutti Frutti
,
Garlic , Belachan , Cranberry
This product is also recommended for match, feeder and pole anglers. More details on page #12.
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Pack: 50 ml
Flavour:
Corn
,

All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

Four season
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Premium Bait Dip
This bait dip is from the top quality Premium range and is simply the bestdip available from SBS. If you are using Premium hook baits this is a perfect
addition because it contains all the fish-catching properties of the basic
mix in liquid form. It has the perfect combination of vitamins, aromas and
different feed stimulating attractors making Premium Bait Dip extremely
irresistible to fish. It is available in 10 different flavours. It is important to
keep in mind the indicated season when selecting a flavour. Even the best
baits will not be as effective if not chosen for the right season. The sweet
and spicy C3 and M3 are all year round dip while M1 and AV1 flavours work
better in colder waters. The two most attracting flavours on hot summer
days are M2 and M4. Many gold medals have been won by the SBS Szi-Ko
Team thanks to the extremely effective M1 boilie and AV1 Dip combination
in warming up and cooling waters. Premium dips can be used safely with
PVA bags because they are not water based and do not dissolve PVA. The
Romanian Team (members: Micula-Pongracz-Nemeti) won the World
Carp Classic 2012 in Bolsena with C1 products.

Pack: 250 ml
Flavours:
AV1
C1 , C2
M1
, M2 , M3

, C3
, M4

, Phaze1
, Ace Lobworm
, Krill & Halibut
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Pellets

Pellets have become indispensible hook baits of modern Carp fishing. Carp simply adore the SBS pellet range thanks to their high
digestibility and excellent nutritional value. The wide variety of SBS
pellets have different features with regard to texture, composition,
grain size, solubility and the measured oil content.
Thanks to these different features and the wide flavour range, SBS
pellets offer numerous presentation and feeding possibilities. SBS
offers pellets for every situation and season; CSL pellets designed
for winter fishing with low oil content and quick break off time;
micro pellets and complex pellets for periods when catch rates
are low, and fishy pellets specifically designed for the summer
with high oil content. When you are out on a short session then
of course soluble pellets are the best solution as they attract Carp
by leaking flavours and attractants in a short time. When you are
out on big fish hunting session then durable, slowly leaking pellets
with high oil content are the best choice. A feeding strategy where
first the fast dissolving pellets are offered to establish a feeding
spot and subsequently slowly dissolving pellets are introduced
into the water to keep fish feeding can be effective. Information
at the end of this catalogue may provide further help in choosing
the right pellet
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PELLET MIX

PVA Bag Pellet Mix

Bomb Pellet Mix

The tactic of creating precise and concentrated areas of bait is one of the key
factors to induce carp to pick up our hookbait. By using only a small quantity
of the PVA Bag Pellet Mix, we can either use this tactic on its own to create a
tiny and effective patch for shy feeding fish, or as a small concentrated area
of bait within a larger spread of bait.
The PVA Bag Pellet Mix made of small, 2-3 mm pellets, with high protein content. The one, under the name ‚Fishmeal’ is without any additional flavour,
but it can be very attractive for Carp because of the extra fish oil content.
Under the name M1, we added the well-known, spicyflavour, and also some
original Robin Red, that is why it is a version, that all anglers can use any time
of the year without a risk. Scopex and Strawberry PVA Bag Pellet Mixes are
the sweet members of the team, they can be the best choice if we are trying
to catch Carp during the cooler months of the year.
You can fill the PVA mesh with these dry pellets (as they are in the package),
but if you wish to offer a bit of a softer texture, soak every 100 g with 5 ml of
any kind of liquid.

This novel innovation provides the opportunity to create extremely varied
feeding from only pellets. The Bomb Pellet Mix is a nourishing pellet mix
with high protein content and owing to its particle sizes it is particularly
suitable for targeting big Carp. If you are not allowed to use a boat, you may
often have a problem to get the feeding baits out to the desired feeding
area. This product is a perfect solution for such situations. Take the pellet
glue from the bucket, add it and water to the mix and form balls; you can
now catapult the balls to great distances and even more than 100 meters
away from your swim. The multiple pellets found in the Mix guarantee that
the Carp will be attracted to the feeding spot quickly, and kept them there
for a long time. The dissolve time of the pellets covers the widest range;
even a single ball may take up 14 hours to dissolve and we guarantee it
with the 10 mm to 20 mm grain sizes.

Pack: 500 gr
Available size: 2-3 mm
Flavours:
Fishmeal
, M1
, Natural

Pack: 5 kg
Available size: 10–20 mm
Solution time: 4–14 hours
Flavours:
Ace Lobworm
, M1
, M2

, Scopex

, Strawberry Jam

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer
SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue

, M3

, Krill & Halibut

Four season
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ATTRACT BETAIN
CARP PELLETS
Attract Betain Carp Pellets
These Carp pellets contain betaine, one of the most important and widely
used feeding pellets from SBS. Attract Carp Betaine Pellets are available
in the 9 different flavours of the Eurostar series. Once immersed in water
this pellet immediately begins to release important feed stimulating substances which will arouse the interest of even the most cautious Carp. It
becomes very soft within 1 hour and normally wary fish are induced to feed
on the irresistible presentation before them. Always select a feeding pellet
according to the seasonal recommendations and match it with the flavour
of the used bait. This way you will get a successful combination that never
fails. This great bait is characterised by moderately slow dissolve time, low
oil content and excellent digestibility.
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Pack: 1, 5, 10 kg Available size: 6 mm
Solution time: 3–6 hours
Flavours:
Strawberry Jam
, Sweet Plum
, Squid & Octopus ,
Squid Octopus & Strawberry , Frankfurter Sausage
,
Shellfish
, Cranberry & Black Caviar , Green Crab ,
Tutti Frutti
Recommended groundbaits:
Eurostar Groundbait, Premium Method Mix, Carp Attract Groundbait

This product is also recommended for match, feeder and pole anglers. More details on page #12.
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+ bonus:
Corn Steep Liquor

CSL Pellets

CSL Pellets

Corn Steep Liquor Pellets are based on corn steep liquor and are the most
popular SBS pellets. Carp anglers have started to realise the importance
of this pellet and, as a result, more and more anglers use it when they go
fishing. It dissolves in a very short time with particles breaking off instantly,
attracting the attention of fish nearby. Following its rapid dissolving action,
corn steep liquid leaks out into the water creating an attracting haze, and
this will linger on the bottom for hours. Searching Carp will soon create a
blizzard of CSL particles as they search the bottom for the tantalising food
signals, triggering and stimulating feeding situations. If only CSL pellets are
used for feeding then the only food source to be found will be the hook
bait. The versatility of the CSL pellet can be demonstrated by its effectiveness when used in PVA bags or mesh. Made into balls with a method mix
it becomes an excellent feeding material which can be catapulted to the
feeding spot. All the above features make it the most popular pellet of the
SBS Pellet range.

Each 5kg bucket of CSL Pellet contains a free 500ml bottle of attraction
enhancing Corn Steep Liquor. With the 10kg bucket you will receive a 1litre
bottle. Pellets pre-soaked and topped with corn Steep Liquor immediately
start to leak off carp attracting substances when submerged in water, providing a highly effective rapid response method. CSL pellets are excellent if
you want to create a concentrated feeding zone with PVA mesh and bags
around your hook bait. Corn Steep Liquor does not dissolve PVA products
thus boilies, pellets and grains placed in PVA bags, mesh or on strings can
be used with it. CSL pellets make excellent feeding material when mixed
with method mixes which can be catapulted to the feeding spot. This most
popular SBS Pellet is characterised by extremely fast dissolve time, low oil
content and high digestibility.

Pack: 1 kg Available size: 3, 4 and 6 mm
Solution time: Depend on the grain sizes: 0.5–2 hours
Flavour:
CSL
Recommended groundbaits: Eurostar Groundbait, Premium Method
Mix, Carp Attract Groundbait
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Pack: 5 and 10 kg – bonus Corn Steep Liquor
Available size: 3, 4 and 6 mm Solution time: 1 hour
Flavour:
CSL
Recommended groundbaits: Eurostar Groundbait, Premium Method
Mix, Carp Attract Groundbait

This product is also recommended for match, feeder and pole anglers. More details on page #12.

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

Four season
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This is a true maize tasting pellet with
ingredients mainly matching that of the
Attract Carp Betaine Pellets. Its maize flavour makes it an excellent all year round
bait and due to its high digestibility Carp
keep coming back to feed on it. Its small
size makes it a favourite among match,
feeder and pole anglers mixed in feeding
baits and in method mixes. Corn pellets
are moderately durable and easily digestible; Carp love to feed on this bait all year
round due to its low oil content and high
attraction features.

Pack: 1 kg Available size: 3 mm
Solution time: 1–2 hours
Flavour:
Corn
Recommended groundbaits: Eurostar
Groundbait, Premium Method Mix,
Carp Attract Groundbait

PRE-DRILLED HIGH OIL

P E L L E T S

P E L L E T S

HEUARLOSI TBAURST

PELLETS

Corn Pellets

HI GH OI L

HEUARLOSI TBAURST

High Oil Halibut
Pellets

Pre-Drilled High
Oil Halibut Pellets

The powerful attraction of Halibut Pellets is well known
among anglers. For this reason alone, it could not be left
out from our range of high quality SBS products. It is the
ideal feeding pellet during the summer due to its durability and high fishmeal content. Easily digestible ingredients go hand in hand with quality oils, enhancing fast
metabolism and stimulating fish to go for more. Different
grain sizes help in selecting the targeted fish and mixed
with other pellets it makes an excellent pellet mix, which
thanks to the different break down and particle release
periods of the various pellets keep fish coming to feed on
it. SBS High Oil Halibut Pellet is a durable and highly digestible pellet with high oil content.

It has exactly the same ingredients as the smaller sized Halibut Pellets the only difference being that it is available in 14 and 20mm sizes. The
different sizes are packaged pre-drilled thus, as
well as using them for feeding they can be presented on hair rigs. High Oil Halibut Pellets are
the ideal baits for big fish hunting in the summer. It is sometimes the only effective bait on
heavily fished waters or during periods of low
catch rates. The best SBS summer pellet for big
fish is characterised by high oil content, excellent durability and high digestibility.

Pack: 1 kg Available size: 4, 6, 8, 10 mm
Solution time: 4–6 hours
Flavour:
Fish
Recommended groundbaits: Eurostar Groundbait,
Premium Method Mix, Carp Attract Groundbait

Pack: 1 kg
Available size: 14, 20 mm
Solution time: 8–12 hours
Flavour:
Fish
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+ bonus:
Corn Steep Liquor

Multimix
Proactive Pellets

Multimix Proactive
Pellets

Multimix Proactive Pellet is a mix of 7 different pellets with
varied oil content. Breakdown and release time of the mix
ranges from 10 minutes to up to 4 hours keeping Carp on
the feed for an extended period of time. SBS Multimix Proactive Pellet is characterised by mixed break down times, low
oil content and good digestibility. This highly effective mix
contains the following pellets:

Multimix Proactive Pellet is a mix of 6 different pellets with
varied oil content. The popular 5 kg and 10 kg bucket comes
respectively with a 500 ml or 1litre bottle of Corn Steep Liquor. Breakdown and release time of the mix ranges from 10
minutes to up to 4 hours keeping carp on the hunt for food
particles for a very long time. SBS Multimix Proactive Pellet
is characterised by mixed breakdown times, low oil content
and it is easily digested by fish. This highly effective mix contains the following pellets:

1. CSL Pellet 3 and 5 mm • 2. Halibut Stick Pellet 3 mm • 3.
Halibut Pellet 6 mm • 4. Attract Carp Betain Pellet 3mm • 5.
Rainbow Pellet 3mm • 6. M1 Pellet 6 mm • 7. Corn Shaped
Sinker Boilies 8-10 mm (csak a Corn-N-Butyric Flavour tartalmazza).
Pack: 1 kg Available size: 3–6 mm
Solution time: 10 min – 4 hours
Flavours:
Mixed
, Corn - N-Butyric
Recommended groundbaits: Eurostar Groundbait, Premium Method Mix, Carp Attract Groundbait

1. CSL Pellet 3 and 5 mm • 2. Halibut Stick Pellet 3 mm • 3.
Halibut Pellet 6 mm • 4. Attract Carp Betain Pellet 3mm • 5.
Rainbow Pellet 3mm • 6. M1 Pellet 6 mm

Pack: 5 and 10 kg – bonus Corn Steep Liquor
Available size: 3–6 mm Solution time: 10 min – 4 hours
Flavour:
Mixed
Recommended groundbaits: Eurostar Groundbait, Premium Method Mix, Carp Attract Groundbait

This product is also recommended for match, feeder and pole anglers. More details on page #12.
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Premium Pellets

The Edge Pellets

Premium Pellets are the highest quality pellets of the SBS range. Similar to
other product categories the name Premium means a guarantee of top quality. Premium Pellets are the most complex pellets containing the finest ingredients. When choosing the right flavour it is important to keep in mind the
seasonal recommendations indicated on the package and to match it to the
flavour of the bait presented on the hair. If these factors are observed and a
good feeding strategy is chosen then you will have provided the potential for
a memorable fishing session. The new flavours of C1 and C2 are part of the Premium category. The Romanian Team (members: Micula-Pongracz-Nemeti)
won the World Carp Classic 2012 in Bolsena with C1 products.

The essential role of the beer yeast based liquid or solid feed stimulators
marketed under the name ‘Edge’ has been realized by more and more anglers. It contains a large quantity of Edge extract. The main ingredients are
the CSL pellets, the pellets with fast breakdown period. This product contains natural ingredients, beer yeast and special secret ingredients.
This perfect product can be used on its own, however, when added to any
SBS ground bait its attractiveness will be greatly increased. Thanks to its
size the mix is perfectly suitable for catapulting and for feeders.

Pack: 1, 5 and 10 kg Available size: 6 mm
Solution time: 1–4 hours
Flavours:
C1 , C2 , C3
, Ace Lobworm
, M1
, M2 , M3 ,
M4 , Krill & Halibut
Recommended groundbaits: Eurostar Groundbait, Premium Method
Mix, Carp Attract Groundbait

Pack: 1 kg Available size: 3 mm
Flavour:
The Edge
Recommended groundbaits: Eurostar Groundbait, Premium Method
Mix, Carp Attract Groundbait

This product is also recommended for match, feeder and pole anglers. More details on page #12.
World Carp Classic 2012 Champions. More details on Page # 8-9
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Spring - Autumn
Summer

Four season
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This product contains extraordinarily small-sized 1.5mm
diameter pellets. Primarily intended for match, feeder
and pole anglers, it is an ideal addition to mix with other
pellet to promote a very rapid response. Due to its low
oil content anglers can achieve considerable success
with this product even in winter. As the name implies it
contains betaine, one of the most effective feed stimulators. This product is characterised by a low oil content,
fast dissolve time and good digestibility. Made into balls
with an SBS method mix of the same flavour it becomes
an excellent feeding material which can be catapulted to
the feeding spot or used in a method feeder. Available in
three highly popular flavours.

Pack: 1 kg
Available size: 1,5 mm
Flavours:
Strawberry Jam
, Scopex
,Fishmeal
Recommended groundbaits: Eurostar Groundbait,
Premium Method Mix, Carp Attract Groundbait
All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7
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Method Mixes

Method mixes are the most important feeding mixes used in Carp
fishing no matter which fishing style anglers adopt. These mixes
are formulated by using the finest quality ingredients, proven to
be the most effective feeding materials to stimulate a feeding response in Carp. On waters where boats are not allowed and feeding is done from the bank several feeding strategies can be used.
The most common and effective way of getting the ground bait to
the desired spot is to catapult them. Method mixes marketed by
SBS are easily catapulted because, due to their composition, they
have excellent adhesive qualities and can be rolled into massive
balls. Ground mixes become even more nutritious if pellets of different breakdown time and whole or half boilies are added to it.
Feeding balls composed in this manner and catapulted to the desired spot have at least 3 advantages:

98

1. Thanks to the firm texture of the feeding balls rolled from method mixes they can be catapulted large distances.
2. Method mixes break down immediately and create a cloudy
haze of attraction which lures fish to the area and stimulates a
feeding response.
3. Thanks to their different dissolve times boilies and pellets
mixed into the method mix will keep fish searching the spot
relentlessly.
SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue
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TEST#1

Feeder Groundbait

EUROSTAR
GROUNDBAIT

Test#1 Feeder Groundbait

Eurostar Groundbait

Are you interested in SBS innovations? There is no doubt that product
development by SBS usually takes years until we get the perfect product.
Nothing is approved until it meets all of our expectations and performs
perfectly. Now, the time has come when we ask anglers out there to participate in the last stage of the product development process. Test #1 Feeder
Groundbait has completed all of the development stages up to now, but
the last one – testing in practice – is still ahead of us! We ask you to test
the new groundbait, with high protein and fishoil content, and share your
experiences and ideas with us! By way of a thank you, it is for now, available
to you for a special, discounted price!

A similar groundbait to the Carp Attract Groundbait but it contains more
components and is flavoured with a top category Flavour. Not just the quality of this product is raising attention but also the price. This product can
be used successfully in competition. We made it from easily digestible materials so you can keep the fish in your area for a longer period. The flavour
choice depends on the season and you can mix two different groundbaits if
you like to experiment. You can take the Eurostar Groundbait with you even
for a competition; it will cope with any challenge.

Pack: 800 g
Flavours:
Natural (Natural)
All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7
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Pack: 1 kg
Flavours:
Squid & Octopus , Frankfurter Sausage
Garlic , Strawberry Jam

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

, Belachan

,

Four season
www.sbsbaits.com
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Premium Method Mix

Premium Method Mix

As in each category, Premium means best quality. The main difference between Nitro and the Premium Method Mixes lies in their composition. The
Premium Method Mixes are even more complex containing even more additives. Yet, there is something else, Premium Method Mixes break down
more slowly once submerged in water thus these ground feeds will keep
fish close to the feeding spot for a longer period of time. It is worth mixing
it with half or whole boilies and pellets of various dissolve times when catapulted to the feeding spot to get an irresistibly effective feeding material.

SBS provides a bonus bottle of Corn Steep Liquor with each 5 and 10kg
bucket. The 5kg bucket contains a 500 ml bottle while the 10kg bucket
contains a 1litre bottle of Corn Steep Liquor. As in each category, Premium
means the highest quality. The main difference between Nitro and the
Premium Method Mixes lies in their composition. The Premium Method
Mixes are even more complex containing even more additives. Yet, there
is something else, Premium Method Mixes break down more slowly once
submerged in water, thus these ground feeds will keep the fish actively
searching the feeding spot for a longer period of time. It is worth mixing it
with half or whole boilies and pellets of various dissolve times when catapulted to the feeding spot to get an irresistibly effective feeding material.

Pack: 1 kg
Flavours:
C1 , C2 , C3
, Ace Lobworm
, M1
, M2 , M3 , M4
Krill & Halibut
Recommended liquid additives: Corn Steep Liquor, Whisky Link,
Spicy Robin Red, Spicy Stim Match
Recommended pellets: CSL, Attract Betain Carp, High Oil Halibut,
Multimix Proactive, The Edge, MicroMatch Betain

World Carp Classic 2012 Champions. More details on Page # 8-9
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Pack: 5 and 10 kg – bonus Corn Steep Liquor
Flavours:
C1 , C2 , C3
, Ace Lobworm
, M1
, M2 , M3 , M4 ,
Krill & Halibut
Recommended liquid additives: Corn Steep Liquor, Whisky Link,
Spicy Robin Red, Spicy Stim Match
Recommended pellets: CSL, Attract Betain Carp, High Oil Halibut,
Multimix Proactive, The Edge, MicroMatch Betain

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

Four season

This product is also recommended for match, feeder and pole anglers. More details on page #12.
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Premium PVA Bag Mix

PVA Bag Mix

The tactic of creating precise and concentrated areas of bait is one of the
key factors to induce carp to pick up our hookbait. By using only a small
quantity of the SBS Premium PVA Bag Mix, we can either use this tactic on
its own to create a small and effective patch for shy feeding fish, or as a
small concentrated area of bait within a larger spread of bait. Either way,
the extra attractant of the Bag Mix immediately around our hookbait works
in the same way. The base of the Bag Mix is the Premium Method Mix plus
several types of pellet and other ingredients. The SBS Premium PVA Bag Mix
is available in all of the Premium flavours.

The tactic of creating precise and concentrated areas of bait is one of the
key factors to induce carp to pick up our hookbait. By using only a small
quantity of the PVA Bag Mix, we can either use this tactic on its own to create a tiny and effective patch for shy feeding fish, or as a small concentrated
area of bait within a larger spread of bait.
This fine milled groundbait is suitable with PVA friendly liquid attractants
(like Corn Steep Liquor or Premium Spod Juice etc.) to get a Stick Mix with
perfect texture, what we can fill into a PVA mesh or bag.
The N-Butyric version will work well during the hot months, which contains
N-Butyric Acid and also milled and fermentated particles. Fish1 has high
fishmeal content, and its extra feature, that it includes lifting ingredients,
so the whole stick mix will attract fish from the whole water coloumn, from
water surface to the bottom. Fish2 can be the rising star of the summertime, because of the high protein and fishoil content!

Pack: 1 kg
Flavours:
Ace Lobworm
, M1
, M2 , M3 , M4
Recommended liquid additives:
Spod Juice, Corn Steep Liquor, Whisky Link,
Spicy Robin Red, Hot & Spicy Stim Match

,

World Carp Classic 2012 Champions. More details on Page # 8-9

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

Pack: 800 gr
Flavours:
N-Butyric , Fish1 , Fish2
Mixing advice:
25 ml liquid to 100 g of PVA Bag Mix

Four season
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Flavours

Nowadays, aromas have become one of the most important components of good quality
boilies. High-quality flavours must meet several criteria in order to help lure fish to the
feeding spot. One important feature is that they should not contain strong bitter tastes,
which may be repulsive to the sophisticated sense organs of fish. Another important feature of a good quality flavour is that it withstands cooking. You may use large quantities of
flavours in vain if they are washed out during the cooking process. SBS flavours represent
the highest quality on the market. Thanks to the variety of possibilities you can create
a truly unique boilie. Usually 3 different flavours are added to the paste when making
home-made boilies. Based on current experiences and tests it is unnecessary to add more.
Perhaps it is more normal to use 2 flavours because with the combination of 2 flavours
excellent mixed-flavoured boilies can be created. SBS flavours can be divided into two
groups: oil and ethanol-based flavours. Concentrate Flavours and Premium Flavours are
oil-based products.
These oil-based flavours are best on waters when the temperature is above 8 ºC. In temperatures colder than this the oil may congeal inhibiting the leak off of flavours. In colder
waters the ethyl alcohol-based EA Range Flavours off ers a great solution. These products
do wonders even when the temperature of the water is below 8 ºC due to their ethyl-alcohol content. Take into consideration the seasonal recommendations indicated on the bottles and the temperature of the water when deciding which would be the right flavour.
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Concentrated Flavours
Highly concentrated aromas in a wide range of flavours. They are oil-based
products which work best on waters where the temperature is above 8 ºC.
The 16 different flavours off er the ability to create custom made baits by
slightly changing the proportion of the added flavours and additives. You
can create truly unique bait that will make you justly proud of your catch.
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Pack: 10 and 50 ml
Dosage: 6–10 ml/base-mix
Flavours:
White Chocolate
, Tutti-Frutti
, Green Lipped Mussel ,
Strawberry Jam
, Maple
, Scopex
, Shellfish ,
Plum & Shellfish
, Black Caviar , Sweet Plum
, Cranberry
Green Crab , Red Crab , Fresh Pineapple
, Bananarama
,
Fish & Liver

,

All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn Summer

Four season
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Premium Flavours

EA Range Flavours

Premium Liquid Attract

Premium Flavours are extraordinarily concentrated thus a very small amount like 4 ml is
enough to add to a 1 kg boilie mix. Among the
flavours, Premium represents the highest quality. We recommend using these oil-based products on waters where the temperature is above
8 ºC. Due to its strong concentration a 50 ml bottle is enough to prepare up to 12 kg of boilies.
Premium flavours render boilie making very cost
effective while using the best quality flavours.
All SBS flavours are cook proof, meaning that
following a 2 minute boiling period the boilies
retain most of the flavour and fragrance matter.

The Ethyl-alcohol flavours of SBS are real cold
water flavourings. These pro ducts are most effective in spring and late autumn. Thanks to
their ethyl-alcohol content they do not congeal
even in waters when the temperature drops
below 8 ºC ensuring an optimum leak off of
flavours. EA Range Flavours are available in the
two most popular sweet flavours from the SBS
flavour range.

Premium Liquid Attract is a gem among SBS
products. This liquid attract is loaded with flavour, vitamins and appetizing food stimulating
substances. It is available in all of the flavours
within the top quality Premium series. Choose a
flavour that matches a selected Quest Base Mix
and with this combination you will create a fantastically attractive boilie. This line contains the
most popular attractants in Western Europe like
Ace Lobworm Liquid Attract, the M1 Liquid Attract and Bio Big Fish which produced fantastic
results in 2009. It is very important to observe
the seasonal recommendations indicated on the
package.

Pack: 10 and 50 ml
Dosage: 4–8 ml/base-mix
Flavours:
Frankfurter Sausage
, Squid
& Octopus , N – Butyric Pineapple
,
N – Butyric Crab , Black Pepper & Plum
SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue

Pack: 50 ml
Dosage: 6-10 ml
Flavours:
Strawberry Jam

, Cranberry

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer
Four season
All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7

Pack: 50 ml
Dosage: 10 ml/1 kg base-mix
Flavours:
Ace Lobworm
, M1
, M2

, M3

www.sbsbaits.com
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Attractants

Attractants are liquid foods containing many ingredients to make baits
really effective and attracting. SBS offers a fantastic range of products in
this line. The highly concentrated attractors come in small bottles and
are the real key additives of boilie making. It is an indispensible component of boilies and the diversity of their natural components make them
irresistible to fish. Thanks to a wide choice of products you will surely
find the appropriate attractant for your boilies. Attract Natural with its
neutral flavouring is the ideal additive for any boilie while flavoured Attractors can be found in the SBS range as well. The Attract Natural Flavour Links is available in 14 different flavours thus you can determine
the type and flavour of your boilie by using this additive. The larger bottles come in handy when you want to enhance your pellets and boilies.
Mostly, they are used in method mixes and with pellets but other grains
and seeds can be soaked in it as well. The natural and flavoured versions
of Corn Steep Liquor and the effective cold water attractant WhiskeyLink are among the most popular attractants of SBS.
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The Attracts

Attractamino

SBS attractants are the life and soul of boilie
making. These products cannot be imitated. Attract Natural has been used by satisfi ed Carp anglers for over 15 years and is one of the longest
marketed attractants from SBS. The exact composition is a secret, but its natural ingredients
include vitamins, proteins, high nutrient content
and feed stimulating substances in a liquid form.
One bottle of Attract Natural is enough for the
preparation of 5 kg of boilies. Attract Natural will
give any type of boilie a marked edge as it is an
all season attractant.

SBS attractants are the life and soul of boilie
making. These products cannot be imitated.
Attractamino is rich in amino acids, pre-soaked
liver and spleen, vitamins, minerals and natural
ingredients. Thanks to its excellent composition
Attractamino has long been used by Carp anglers with undiminished popularity. A bottle of
Attractamino contains sufficient attractants to
make 10 kg of boilies. Thanks to its neutral flavouring it can be added to any boilie type giving
them an edge all year round.

Pack: 125 ml
Dosage: 25 ml / 1 kg base-mix
Flavour:
Natural

Pack: 250 ml
Dosage: 20–60 ml / 1 kg base-mix
Flavour:
Natural

All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7
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Attractamino PPC

Corn Steep Liquor

SBS attractants are the life and soul of boilie making. These products
cannot be imitated. The Attractamino PPC is a pre-digested food source.
Its primary attraction is formed round PPC (phosphorylcolamine) an accepted Carp attractor which leaks very attracting food stimulating signals
from the baits. Attractamino PPC is a very popular Carp attracting liquid
food that contains fresh liver, spleen, amino acids and various minerals in
liquid form. Attractamino PPC forms an intensely scented cloud just off of
the bottom that is irresistible to Carp. Recommended dosage is 20 to 60
ml per 1 kg of boilie mix. It can be used successfully in all seasons.

Corn Steep Liquor has become one of the most popular liquid foods available and one of the best Carp attractors of the decade. SBS is the market
leader in the field of maize steep products and its success is based on nearly 20 years of testing and use. Corn Steep Liquor is derived from steeped
maize grains resulting in a thick and rich smelling liquid which Carp find
almost irresistible. It is made up of 30% protein, a well-defined amino acid
profile, natural soluble sugars and essential vitamins and minerals. Pellets
can be dipped into CSL liquid to give them a boost before casting out for
feeding. It is the most popular pre-soaking additive of CSL Pellets in the SBS
attractant range.

Pack: 250 ml
Dosage: 20–60 ml / 1 kg base-mix
Flavour:
Natural

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

Four season
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Pack: 500 ml
Dosage: 30–50 ml / 1 kg base-mix
Flavour:
Corn Steep Liquor
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Corn Steep
Liquor Flavored

112

This is the flavoured version of Corn Steep Liquor which is
available in 5 popular flavours. Corn Steep Liquor has become
one of the most popular dietary supplements available in liquid form among Carp anglers during the last decade. SBS is
the market leader in the field of maize steep products and its
success is based on nearly 20 years of testing and use. Corn
Steep Liquor is derived from steeped maize grains resulting
in a thick and rich smelling liquid which Carp find irresistible.
It is made up of 30% protein, a well-defi ned amino acid profi
le, natural soluble sugars and essential vitamins and minerals.
Pellets can be dipped into CSL liquid to give them a boost
before casting out and it is the most popular pre-soaking additive of CSL Pellets in the SBS attractant range.

Pack: 500 ml
Dosage: 30–50 ml / 1 kg base-mix
Flavours:
Sweet Plum
, Strawberry Jam
, Frankfurter
Sausage
, Squid & Octopus , Fish & Liver
SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue
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The Original
Whisky Link
The Original Whiskey Link is a natural syrup
used in whiskey making which contains 40%
soluble protein extracts, free amino acids and
sugars. It has an exceptionally rich alcoholic
aroma which is a well-known attractor of Carp
and Grass Carp. This liquid food plays an important role in the making of soluble boilies
intended for use during winter sessions. Due to
its alcohol content it inhibits the crystallization
of Gold Treasure Liquid and furthers perfect
break down of the boilies. It is an ideal soaking fluid for pellets, corn and other seeds and
boilies. It is also an important additive in boilie
making. Due to its alcohol content the Carpluring aromas will be dispersed even in the coldest waters.

Pack: 500 ml
Dosage: 20–40 ml / 1 kg base-mix
Flavour:
Alkoholos

The Tonic
SBS attractors are the life and soul of boilie making.
These products cannot be imitated. Results for this
product have been outstanding. The completely
natural organic water-soluble food source is ideal
for the enhancement of the overall impact of boilie
mixes and hook baits. This concentrated natural organic formula is best used on its own at the rate of
30 ml per 1 kg of base mix or with low level flavours.
It adds considerable food value to any mix and it is
an effective, year-round food source and attractant
that catches on even the hardest of waters. The Tonic is an attractant that works perfectly in the coldest
of waters.
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Pack: 250 ml
Dosage: 30 ml / 1 kg base-mix
Flavour:
Natural
All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn Summer
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Spicy
Robin Red

Hot & Spicy
Stim Match

This product is a liquid feed stimulator
containing original Robin Red concentrate. Thanks to the spicy character of
the Robin Red it is a successful product
all year round. This product is specially
designed for match, feeder and pole
anglers to make any method mix more
prolific, because the strong spicy taste
has feed stimulating effect on fish. If
combined with a Method Mix of the
same or similar taste and with various
pellets you will get an excellent spicy
mix.

This extremely successful attractor is what
large numbers of carp anglers like to use.
Due to the spicy notes it has a strong appetite stimulating eff ect that works great,
mainly in low and normal water temperatures. It can be used perfectly well with almost any kind of Method Mix, but it shows
the best catch results with the combination
of fishy and spicy mixes. Pellets and cooked
seeds can be dipped in it. Many use it as a
dip, and there are anglers who pour some
drops of it into the paste kneaded around
a hook bait. Aversatile product that can be
used in many different ways!

Pack: 500 ml
Flavour:
Spicy
Dosage: 100 ml/1 kg Method mix
Recommended groundbaits:
Eurostar Groundbait, Premium Method Mix, Carp Attract
Groundbait

Pack: 500 ml
Flavour: Hot Spicy
Dosage: 100 ml/1 kg Method mix
Recommended groundbaits:
Eurostar Groundbait, Premium Method
Mix, Carp Attract Groundbait
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Gold Treasure Spicy
This red coloured additive is completely identical to the traditional Gold Treasure with one exception, it contains Robin Red.
Gold Treasure, together with this spicy attractor has an even
stronger attraction enhancing effect. It has a special spicy corn
scent. Almost every experienced angler knows well what an important role the two additives have played in Carp fishing. In
Gold Treasure Spicy these two extremely important scents are
combined and therefore the big fish, match, feeder, and pole
anglers really like using it. Gold Treasure Spicy significantly increases the attraction properties of mixes and groundbait. This
product is perfectly suited to flavour seeds and pellets, a great
feed stimulator.

Pack: 225 and 900 ml
Flavour: Spicy – Corn
Dosage: 150 ml / 1 kg Method mix
Recommended groundbaits:
Eurostar Groundbait, Premium Method Mix, Carp Attract
Groundbait

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

Four season

This product is also recommended for match, feeder and pole anglers. More details on page #12.
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Premium Spod Juice
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This specially formulated thick liquid with extremely high
nutrient value has been developed by SBS primarily to soak
seeds and pellets in to increase their attractiveness. The
soaked pellets and seeds absorb the Spod Juice flavour due
to the thick texture. The juice can be added to the Method
mix you wish to use for feeding to make strongly adhesive
balls which can be catapulted to the feeding spot. Available
in the ten top quality Premium flavours, you are guaranteed
to find the best flavour for every situation and season.

Pack: 1 L
Flavours:
C1 , C2 ,C3
, Ace Lobworm
, M1
, M2 ,
M3 , M4 , Krill & Halibut
Dosage: 200 ml/1 kg Method Mix
Recommended groundbaits:
Eurostar Groundbait, Premium Method Mix, Carp
Attract Goundbaits

All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7
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Eurostar Boost Juice
This juice is a trump for any angling situation, and an excellent
choice to boost the attraction of pellets, boilies, particles or
groundbait. Thanks to the high quality ingredients, this denseness of liquid creates a highly effective, PVA friendly stimulant
that you can combine with any presentation.

Pack: 300 ml
Flavours:
Squid Octopus , Frankfurter Sausage
, Belachan
Garlic , Strawberry Jam
, Krill Chilli ,
Pineapple
, Tuna & Pineapple

,

This product is also recommended for match, feeder and pole anglers. More details on page #12.
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CSL Groundbait Mixer

Premium PVA Liquid

This Corn Steep-based liquid additive has been developed for
the Match Attract Groundbait Mix in the same flavours. It contains nutrients rich in protein, natural sugars, free amino acids,
vitamins and mineral salts. These ingredients are particularly
attractive to Carp. Use it without dilution if a highly effective
additive is required. If diluted, add 1 litre of water to 1 litre CSL
Groundbait Mixer, in the latter case the 2 litres of liquid is enough
to make 5 kg Groundbait Mix. Leave enough time for the grains
of the Groundbait Mix to completely absorb the liquid. The CSL
Groundbait Mixer is perfectly suited to flavour pellets, pastes and
meaty baits.

Fishing with PVA bag is probably the best way of getting the quickest
bite possible. To give it a bit of a boost, we recommend you to give it a
few squirts of Premium PVA Liquid, which works really well with pellets
and groundbaits. This effective and innovative range, Premium PVA
liquid, comes in a 200 ml bottle. It is PVA friendly, flavoured and has been
developed to use with PVA mesh and PVA bags, or you can put directly
onto the hookbait or the groundbait in a feeder.

Pack: 1 L
Flavours:
Match Special
, Tutti Frutti , Shellfish ,
Squid&Octopus , Strawberry Jam ,
Frankfurter Sasuage
Dosage: 500 ml / 1 kg Method mix
Recommended groundbaits:
Eurostar Groundbait, Premium Method Mix, Carp Attract
Goundbaits

Packs: 200 ml
Flavours:
Ace Lobworm

, M1

, C1

This product is also recommended for match, feeder and pole anglers. More details on page #12.
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Additives

Here you will find the best additives from the SBS range, which
are of course ingredients for boilie making. These natural extracts
include Betaine, Edge, Robin Red and Black pepper Oil. These are
all well-proven feed stimulating attractors which Carp cannot resist. Anglers have always desired to make their baits even more
attractive to fish, based on observations the appetite of Carp is
significantly and positively aff ected by sweet, salty, sour and spicy
flavours.
Natural extracts and liver extract have a similar impact upon the
feeding habits of fish. Based on these observations various feed
stimulator mixes in solid or liquid form have been launched on the
market. These palatants positively stimulate the appetite of the
Carp, triggering a feeding response by inducing their appetite.
The different mixes have become part of the indispensable armoury of dedicated anglers. SBS offers a wide selection of the
most effective bait enhancers that are indispensable components
of boilie creation, for every situation.
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Preserved Egg Liquid

Geranium Oil

Add the Preserved Egg Liquid to your Boilie
Mix to make a perfect long life boilie. This additive makes the boilie making easier, it substitutes the eggs perfectly. With the addition
of a preservative the boilies won’t have any
bad taste, and it’s shelf life is 6-9 month without freezing after opening. The recommended
dosage is approximately 500 ml for 1 kg of
Base Mix depends on the consistency of your
mix.

The origin of geranium oil is in South Africa, China and Egypt. The essential oil
derived from the plant has a special fine,
citrus scent. It is one of the most effective
natural essential oils used for carp angling.
It fits extremely well with sweet-smelly
mixes. Like bergamot oil, just a few drops
of it are enough for the base mix.

Pack: 1000 ml
Dosage: 500 ml / 1 kg base-mix
Flavour:
Natural

Pack: 20 ml
Dosage:
10–20 drops / 1 kg base-mix
Flavour:
Geranium
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All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

Four season
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Bergamot Oil

Special Pop Up Mix

Cork Powder

The bergamot tree originates in the tropical areas of Asia, but today it is grown in Italy
and in Spain, as well. Its oil is extracted from
the fruit by pressing. It has a pleasant scent,
reminiscent of fresh fruit. It has a lower density
than the water and thus spreads more easily in
water. It is a highly concentrated essential oil,
so just a few drops of it are enough for boilie
making. Take the dosage of this product seriously!

This product has been launched by SBS to please the
fans of home boilie-making. In addition to the homemade boilies created based on individual recipes,
anyone will be able to create unique floating boilies
with this additive. It is very easy to work with the Pop
Up Powder, but please observe the advised quantities
when preparing this mix. Add 50% groundmix to 50%
Pop Up mix, this is a proportion of the weights, so e.g.
add 100 gram Pop Up Mix to 100 gram groundmix.
Add three times the usual quantity of the additives
and flavours to the mix, then knead the dough. After
rolling, leave the ready balls to rest for a few hours.
The resting time is very important, because the Pop
Up Mix absorbs the flavours of the additives slower
than usual. After a few hours’ resting them, boil the
balls for 2 minutes. The home-made Pop Up boilies
are ready after drying. The minimum drying time is 3
days. Create your individual floating boilies with the
SpecialPop Up Mix.

More and more anglers are familiar with the
concept of balanced bait. The wafters boilies
occupy an illustrious place among our readymade products. If you want to make this kind
of baits home using SBS ground baits, you
will also need cork grist. With these balanced
baits you can be successful even in the most
impossible and hopeless situations. This bait
is most perfect, if its density is almost zero in
the water; placing it in a fish tank it will sink
to the bottom and react sensitive even to the
smallest flows.

Pack: 20 ml
Dosage: 10–20 drops/ 1 kg base-mix
Flavour:
Bergamot

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer
Four season

Pack: 150 gr
Dosage: 25 gr / 1 kg base-mix
Flavour:
Natural

Pack: 200 gr
Dosage: 50–50% Base-mix and Pop Up Mix
Flavour:
Natural
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Liquid Molasses

Garlic Oil

HCI Betain

Among carp anglers, molasses is
one of the longest used liquid additives. Its appetite stimulating effect
has long been known. Due to its
extremely high sugar content the
molasses makes all types of base
mix and bait irresistible whether
used alone or combined with other
additives. Carp like both sweet and
spicy flavours, so we can achieve
great results using Liquid Molasses
together with Robin Red. Making
boilies, we can make our bait more
attractive by adding 30-60 ml of
liquid molasses to it. It is also good
for the texture of our paste, because
thanks to its features it holds the
paste together and makes rolling
easier.

Garlic Oil is the most frequently used and
most successful additive in Carp fishing.
Regardless of the season and water temperature you can always rely on this pungent spicy flavour. It is a wellknown fact
that Carp really like the spicy flavours and
thus the flavour of garlic. In addition to
its feed stimulating effect, garlic impacts
digestion positively. Many anglers use
garlic flavour in waters that abound with
dwarf Catfish because they are not overly
enthusiastic about garlic. The SBS Garlic
Oil is a strong concentrate, so be careful
with dosing because, if overloaded, this
additive has a reverse effect on the fish.
Use this fantastic additive at any time of
the year.

SBS Betaine is 98% pure, highly feed
stimulating powdered additive having an incredible impact on Carp. It is
one of the most wellproven appetite
stimulators known and used by Carp
anglers all over the world. Betaine
has been used in commercial fish
feeds for over 30 years as it increases
intakes resulting in larger fish over a
given period of time. It should not
be left out of any good quality boilie,
because without Betaine boilies are
certainly less effective. Now you can
obtain a 250 grams bottle at great
prices. With its use, success is almost
guaranteed.

Pack: 500 ml
Dosage: 30–60 ml / base-mix
Flavour:
Strongly sweet

Pack: 20 ml
Dosage: 10-20drops /1kg base-mix
Flavour:
Garlic

Pack: 250 gr
Dosage: 5–10 gr/base-mix
Flavour:
Betain
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Concentrated
Robin Red®

122

SBS supplies Original Haith’s products. John E
Haith Limited has recently celebrated their 75th
anniversary and SBS has been buying Robin Red®
for the past 25 years because it is one of the best
highly concentrated additives. To protect against
counterfeit products Haith’s registered Robin Red®
as a trademark and extended their co-operation
with SBS. As a result of this collaboration SBS is
one of the few companies that can sell the newly
developed Robin Gold™, Robin Green™ and Robin
Orange™.

Pack: 300 gr
Dosage: 5–10 gr/ 1kg base-mix
Flavour:
Spicy
Robin Red® is a registered trade mark of John E Haith Limited. Robin Gold™, Robin
Orange™ and Robin Green™ are trademarks of John E Haith Limited.
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The Edge Extract

Flavatract & Flavone

The Edge is a soluble, search, taste and feeding
stimulant packed with micro nutrients which
will trigger an intense feeding reaction. It has a
slightly sour taste and it is characterised by a porous grainy structure. Due to its intense appetite
stimulating impacts the application possibilities are endless. The Edge will enhance method
mixes, pastes, maize, boilie mixes and even live
hook baits. It is an indispensable key ingredient
of any ground or hook bait.

These are the appetite stimulator series from
SBS, which will be available besides the existing ones with a new flavour called Squid. The
Flavatract & Flavone is an additive in powder
form that can be used as a main attractor in
many base mixes. These products contain a
complex group of appetite stimulators, digestion and flavour enhancers, and various trace
elements. These products are the result of 15
years research for that elusive special element
that will put more Carp on the bank. Adding
small amounts of these appetite stimulators to
your base mix, ground feed or paste will signifi
cantly increase your catch rates. These products are very concentrated, thus you need to
be careful with dosage. 5 to 6 g of Flavattract
& Flavone is suffi cient for 1kg of base mix. The
new squid flavour, used as a powder dip has
shown extraordinary results in competitions,
too; the SBS test anglers put many fish into the
net with the use of this.

Pack: 250 gr
Dosage: 5–10 gr/ 1kg base-mix
Flavour:
Natural

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer
Four season

Pack: 100 gr
Dosage: 5–6 gr/ 1kg base-mix
Flavours:
Fish , Gold Top
, Squid
www.sbsbaits.com

Green Lipped
Mussel Extract
The green lipped mussel extract is a highly concentrated appetite stimulator and one of the na
tural food sources of Carp. Although it is a powdered extract derived from dried sea mussels,
its content and flavour are very similar to freshwater shellfish. It is one of the most successful
and popular appetite stimulating concentrates
and many Carp anglers may thank this product
for their fantastic catch results. It is a high protein food source rendering it irresistible to Carp.
Its texture is highly porous and grainy. It can be
added to base mixes and pastes but it will enhance any wetted hook bait as well. The Mussel
Extract will signifi cantly increase your catch rate.
Warning: This is a highly concentrated product,
use only small quantities to achieve the desired
eff ect.

Pack: 100 gr
Dosage: 1–20 gr/ 1kg base-mix
Flavour:
GLM
SBS Tactical Baits and SBS Tackle Pro Catalogue

Kelp Powder

Black Pepper Oil

Kelp Powder is derived from dried brown seaweed. Kelp comes from the coast of Norway
where it grows in large quantities. It is high in Vitamin E and has a very distinctive taste and smell
that Carp seem to like. This appetite stimulating
concentrate is quite popular in Western Europe
but more and more people have begun to recognise its powerful attraction to Carp. Some
anglers will simply not make boilies without
adding Kelp Powder. It is a highly concentrated
additive, therefore it is important to observe the
recommendations regarding levels of use.

According to age-old observations Carp love
strong and spicy flavours. Black pepper Oil is
an essential oil recommended for anglers who
want to create unique and unmatched baits and
feeding materials. Be very careful when adding
this product because, due to its high concentration an overdose may easily trigger alarming reactions in fish. Among the SBS boilie mixes, M1
would be unthinkable without black pepper oil
as this oil provides its special, spicy nature.

Pack: 300 gr
Dosage: 1–20 gr/ 1kg base-mix
Flavour: Kelp

All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7

Pack: 20 ml
Dosage: 20 drops/1kg base-mix
Flavour:
Black Pepper

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer
Four season
www.sbsbaits.com
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High Taste
Liquid Sweetener

124

High Taste Liquid Sweetener is as the name implies a very sweet, highly concentrated natural
sweetener with exceptional appetite stimulating qualities. It is well known that Carp identify
sweet tastes as natural food sources. It is an indispensable component of sweet mixes, but
it can also be used with base mixes where you
want to create a sweet background flavour. Primarily we recommend this additive for boilies
prepared for spring and autumn sessions. The
sweet taste of this product will harmonise with
the taste of reeds, seaweed and bulrush appearing in spring. In autumn Carp will consume it as
an easily digestible high energy food source as
they prepare for the winter.
Pack: 50 ml
Dosage: 3–5 ml /1kg base-mix
Flavour:
Very sweet

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

Liquid Liver

N-Butyric Acid

This product is a liquid version of liver powder. Most
Carp anglers like to use liver powder as an indispensible compliment in fi shy base mixes. The only disadvantage is that it is very costly. To compensate for this
SBS has launched a liver extract concentrate in liquid
form. Its biggest advantage is that added to eggs and
the other liquid supplements it blends evenly in base
mixes. Liquid Liver is very rich in amino acids and
vitamins. SBS has tested many liquid liver extracts
but this proved to achieve the best results of them
all. The economical package contains enough liquid
to add to 12 kg of base mix. Liquid Liver has an irresistible attraction power to carp that makes it an
indispensible additive of fishy base mixes.

Many anglers have already discovered the
positive effect of N-Butyric Acid or whey on
fish. N-Butyric Acid is an appetite enhancing
valuable food source produced during the
lactic fermentation of maize. This is again an
indispensible additive of any high-quality
boilies. It should be handled very carefully,
because due to its high concentration a few
drops of it are sufficient to achieve the desired effect. On waters where fish are mainly
fed on corn, outstanding results can be
achieved with this product. Grass Carp adore
its highly acidic taste, so if you go for Grass
Carp you can use it diluted as a dip.

Pack: 250 ml
Dosage: 20 ml /1kg base-mix
Flavour:
Liver

Four season
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Pack: 20 ml
Dosage: 10 drops /1kg base-mix
Flavour:
Very sour
All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7
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The Gold Treasure
SBS Gold Treasure is a very special additive used to make unique and soluble boilies. From this year on a new 900 ml economical bottle is also available, besides the hugely popular 225 ml bottles for the committed Gold
Treasure customers. The new 900 ml bottle is marketed for the anglers who
wish to make a bigger quantity of soluble boilies. This quantity is enough
for over 4 kg ground mix. In the past two years, soluble boilies have become a successful product for SBS. This bait produces fantastic results on
intensively populated fishing venues. Once coming in contact with water
Gold Treasure contributes to the dissolving of the components of the baits
creating a very attractive and strong smelling haze round the feed. Soluble
boilies are made without cooking. Soluble boilies have become an integral
part of the SBS product line, a hallmark of highly effective boilies that really catch!

Pack:
225 ml and 900 ml
Dosage:
225 ml Gold Treasure + 150 ml mineral water / 1kg base mix
Flavour:
225 ml: Corn 900 ml: Corn

Recommended periods - legend:
Spring - Autumn
Summer

Four season
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Winterised Omega
Red Salmon Oil
Red Salmon Oil is one of the finest oils which will rightly enrich any mix and
will make your bait really effective in each season. It is perfect for summer
sessions but its impact on fish in cold waters is unmatched. Its huge advantage compared with other oils is that it does not tend to congeal in cold
waters, ensuring continuous flavour leakage. Thanks to its loose structure
it does not thicken, this is easily demonstrated when put into the fridge
in a small cup. If you want to prepare cold water boilies combine it with
a flavour of the EA Range to get the most attracting boilies. Ethyl-alcohol
based flavours combined with this fish oil are high impact baits even when
the temperature of water is between 4 and 8 ºC. Winterised Omega Red
Salmon Oil is 98% digestible and is unbeatable in its class. This is an all yearround fish oil.

Pack: 500 ml
Dosage: 40 ml
Flavour:
Red Salmon
All SBS avours are on Page # 6-7
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Clothing and others

For a successful fishing trip it is crucial to wear high quality and
practical clothing.
The clothing products with SBS logo provide comfortable wear
both on the waterside and on weekdays.

SBS
baseball cap

SBS waterproof
baseball cap

Top quality 6 Panel SBS baseball cap with SBS logo embroidered on the front and a Real
Big Catch logo embroidered on
the left side. Adjustable to fit
most sizes comfortably.

Waterproof and breathable
unisex SBS baseball cap with
SBS logo embroidered on the
front and a Real Big Catch logo
embroidered on the left side.
Adjustable to fit most sizes
comfortably.

www.sbsbaits.com
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SBS Flexfit
Baseball Cap
SBS Flexfit Cotton Cap (98% cotton, 2%
elastane) is constructed with a specialized
spandex material, weaved throughout
the sweatband and crown of the hat
for genuine Flexfit comfort. (Flexfit®
technology with elasticated band for
added comfort and support.) The Hat Pros
6-panel, mid profile cap is made with six
pieces of fabric bringing back the look of
the 1950s pro-ball caps. Color of the cap is
black, the original SBS flock logo is white.

SBS beanie

Polo shirt

SBS T-shirt

The SBS beanie hat in black
and yellow is a great winter
hat for the year. The hat is
a dual layered beanie made
of 100% acrylic. An SBS
logo is embroidered on the
body. This would be a great
addition to any winter fishing session!

Top quality polo shirt with SBS
logo on the front and a Real Big
Catch logo and writing on the
back.

Top quality T-shirt with
SBS logo on the front and
a Real Big Catch logo and
writing on the back.

Available size: S, M, L, XL,
XXL,XXXL
Material: 100% cotton
Color: Black, white
Wash it at 30 °C

Available size: S, M, L,
XL, XXL, XXXL
Anyaga: 100% cotton
Color: Black, white
Wash it at 30 °C
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SBS hoodie
Top quality hoody with side
pocket. With SBS logo and
white-yellow stripe on the
front and a Real Big Catch logo
and writing on the back.
Available size: S, M, L, XL,
XXL
Anyaga:
67% cotton 33% polyester
Color: Black
Wash it at 30 °C

SBS Softshell
zipped hoodie

SBS zipped
hoodie

SBS Softshell
Trousers

Softshell zipped hoodie with
SBS logo on the front, designed
to repel wind and rain while offering full mobility for your fi
shing adventures.

Top quality zipped hoody with
side pocket. With SBS logo and
white-yellow stripe on the front
and a Real Big Catch logo and
writing on the back.

Softshell trousers designed
to repel wind and rain while
offering full mobility for your
fishing adventures. With SBS
logo on the front.

Available size: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Material: Softshell
Color: Black
Wash it at 30 °C

Available size: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Material:
67% cotton 33% polyester
Color: Black
Wash it at 30 °C

Available size: S, M, L, XL,
XXL
Material: Softshell.
Color: Black
Wash it at 30 °C
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SBS mug

SBS thermo mug

SBS bucket

SBS fan flag

SBS branded mugs display
our recognisable logo and
website address on both
sides. Ideal for tea, coffee or
soup either at home or at the
lakeside.

Be in style when you’re fishing with
our thermo mug. It has a removable
plastic top and looks good with an
official SBS logo. Hand wash only.

A strong, securely sealed black plastic bucket with strong handles and a
printed SBS logo that helps to keep
5 kg of your bait in prime condition.

SBS fan flag with official SBS
design printed on the front.
Available size: 100x75 cm

Capacity: 330 ml

Important note: we do not
recommend the use of the
product in a dishwasher
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A
20+ Premium
szériaperiod
tesztelande
során
nap alatt
két
During
the testing
of the
20+négy
Premium
range
35
kg
feletti
példányt
sikerült
szákba
terelni.
A
képen
látható
we landed two Carp over 35 kgs.
toponty
35,17
kg. is 35.17 kg.
The onesúlya
in the
picture
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Zoltan
and
Andras megrendezett
Szigetfalvi receive
the „Biggest
Díjátadó Kovacs
ünnepség
a 2011-ben
World Carp
Classic verseFish
Section”
from
Robert András
Valkeneer
and Ross
nyen,inahol
Kovács trophy
Zoltán and
Szigetfalvi
a szektor
legnagyobb
Honey
at the
Giving
Ceremony
theHoney-tól.
World
haláért járó
díjatOfficial
veszi átPrize
Robert
Valkeneer-tol
and of
Ross
Carp Classic 2011.
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Recipes
Ace Lobworm Boilie 1 kg:
• Ace Lobworm Quest Base mix 1 kg
• 12 eggs (for the cooked boilies) or 225 ml
Gold Treasure+150 ml water (for the soluble
version)
• Ace Lobworm Liquid Attract 8 ml
• Natur attract 25 ml
• Attractamino 25 ml
• Winterished Omega Red Salmon oil 30 ml
• Betain HCl 5 g (about 1 tablespoon)
• The Edge extract 10 g (about 2 tablespoon)
• Flavone Savoury 2 g (about 1 teespoon)
• Salt 10 g (about 1 heaped tablespoon)

M1 Boilie 1 kg:
• M1 Quest Base Mix 1kg
• 13 eggs (for the cooked boilies) or 225 ml Gold
Treasure+150 ml water (for the soluble version)
• M1 Liquid Attract 8 ml
• Black Pepper Oil 10 drops
• Natur Attract 25 ml
• Attractamino 25 ml
• Winterished Omega Red Salmon oil 30 ml
• Robin Red 5 gr (about 1 tablespoon)
• Betain HCl 5 gr (about 1 tablespoon)
• The Edge Extract 10 gr (about 2 tablespoon)
• Flavone Fish 2 gr (about 1 teaspoon)
• Salt 10 g (about 1 heaped tablespoon)

M3 Boilie 1 kg:
• M3 Quest Base Mix 1 kg (0,5 kg Cream Seed –
0,5 kg M1)
• 2x5-6 eggs (for the cooked boilies) or 2x 112,5
ml Gold Treasure+2x75 ml water (for the soluble version)
• M3 Liquid Attract 2x 4 ml/ 2x
• Attractamino 2x 20 ml/ 2x
• Winterished Omega Red Salmon oil 2x15 ml/ 2x
• Betain HCl 2x 2,5 gr (2x about 1 teaspoon)
• The Edge Extract 2x 5 gr (2x about 1 tablespoon)
• Flavone Fish 2x 1 gr (2x about 1 tablespoon)
• Salt 2x 5 gr (2x about 1 tablespoonl)
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www.sbsbaits.com
European Headquarter:
SBS Baits In Europe Ltd. – 195 Debreceni Str., Nyiregyhaza 4405 Hungary
E-mail: sales@sbsbaits.hu • info@sbsbojli.hu • Phone: +36 70 9358720 • Fax: +36 42 310641 • www.sbsbaits.com
Distributors:
United Kingdom: SBS Tactical Baits UG – Rosengasse 8, 94469 Deggendorf, Germany
E-mail: info@sbsbaits.com • HQ direct line: +36 42 310 641, +36 70 935 8720
UK Phone: +44 2075588630 • www.sbsbaits.com/uk
Hungary: SBS Baits In Europe Kft. – 195 Debreceni Str., Nyiregyhaza 4405 Hungary
E-mail: info@sbsbaits.hu • Phone: +36 70 9358720 • Fax: +36 42 310641 • www.sbsbaits.com/hu
Russia: Fishpoint Russia - Volgogradsky Prospect 32, Building 21, 109316 Moscow, Russia
Email: fishpointrus@gmail.com • Phone: 0079165348208 • www.fishpoint.ru
Czech Republic: Radomil Horák – Na Okluku 626, Dolní Němčí, 687 62, Czech Republic
E-mail: radek@sbs-baits.cz • Phone: +420 606 77 66 72 • www.sbsbaits.com/cz
Slovakia: RVA Group s.r.o. – Baštová 2, 986 01 Fiľakovo, Slovakia
E-mail: info@sbs-baits.sk • Phone: +421 902138384, +421 907760400 • www.sbs-baits.sk
Germany: Tamas Feher – Gallinchener Hauptstrasse 17., D-03051 Cottbus, Germany
E-mail: tamas.feher@gmx.de • Tel.: +49 (0) 172 5314310 • www.sbsbaits.com/de
Poland: Firma Handlowo Uslugowa Sumik – Mariusz Stopyra - ul.Kś. J. Londzina 5/3 • Zabrze 41-800 - Poland
E-mail: wedkarstwosumik@o2.pl • Phone: +48 602 503 936 • www.sumikzabrze.pl
Spain: El Rincon Del Carpfishing – 28100 Alcobendas, calle Olivar 6, Espana
E-mail: info@sbsbaits.es, Phone: +667-20-98-22, www.sbsbaits.es
Serbia: Maros Mix DOO – Albertova 97, 23300 Kikinda, Serbia
E-mail: info@sbsbaits.rs • Phone: +381 63 546 064 • www.sbsbaits.rs
Austria: Elvis Djordjevic - Angelsport Gangl GmbH – Hannovergasse 9., 1200 Wien, Austria
E-mail: ganglgmbh@gmail.com • Tel.: +43 660 103 0404 • www.sbsbaits.com/at

Worldwide (you can place an order on our worldwide webshop)
info@sbsbaits.net • www.sbsbaits.com/us
Dealers of other countries are welcome. Please contact European Headquater.

